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DETERMINATION OF LATERAL RESISTANCE OF RAILROAD DECK TIE  

FASTENERS IN SMOOTH TOP BRIDGE GIRDERS 

ABSTRACT 

Vishali M. Vasudevan 

 

The purpose of this research was to investigate and create preliminary design aids for the 

determination of lateral resistance capacity and spacing requirements of deck tie fasteners in 

curved railroad bridges with smooth top girders. In railroad bridge design, required lateral 

resistance dictates the spacing of deck tie fasteners. Currently, no provisions exist to aid in the 

calculation of lateral resistance for systems that include bridge ties, fasteners, and girders which 

experience centrifugal or lateral forces. Thus, design practices specific to each railroad vary, 

producing inconsistent fastener spacing in existing railroad bridges. 

 

This project identified and quantified three factors contributing to lateral resistance through 

experimental testing: resistance due to friction at the tie-girder interface; resistance from the 

fastener; and resistance from dapped ties bearing against the girder flange. Three fastener types 

were studied in this research: Square body hook bolts, Lewis Forged hook bolts, and Quikset 

Anchors. Results indicated that frictional resistance is a product of the train wheel load and the 

friction coefficient. Fastener resistance was determined to be a function of fastener type and lateral 

track displacement. Finally, dap resistance was found to be a function of the area of the shear plane 

in a dapped tie. A preliminary equation for calculating the total lateral resistance capacity was 

developed utilizing superposition of all three resistance contributions. Lateral demand loads were 

compared with reported lateral capacity to create a preliminary design aid to determine fastener 

spacing. 

 



 

 

DETERMINATION OF LATERAL RESISTANCE OF RAILROAD DECK TIE  

FASTENERS IN SMOOTH TOP BRIDGE GIRDERS 

GENERAL AUDIENCE ABSTRACT 

Vishali M. Vasudevan 

 

Railroad bridges are constructed by securing wooden ties to I-shaped steel beams (girders) using 

deck tie fasteners. Curved railroad bridges should provide lateral resistance to resist lateral loads 

from trains negotiating the curve. Currently, there is no official practice for determining lateral 

strength, which is a function of fastener spacing. Thus, each railroad company uses a proprietary 

fastener spacing, producing inconsistencies in existing railroad bridges.  

 

The purpose of this research was to create a preliminary table or equation for determining the 

lateral strength and spacing requirements of deck tie fasteners through experimental testing. This 

project identified and quantified three factors contributing to lateral resistance: resistance due to 

friction at the tie-girder interface; resistance from the fastener; and resistance from dapped ties 

(ties that are notched to sit on the girder flanges). Three fastener types were studied. Results 

showed that frictional resistance was directly proportionate to the magnitude of the vertical wheel 

load. Fastener resistance was found to be a function of the type of fastener used. Finally, the dap 

was determined to be a function of the area of the shear plane in a dapped tie. A preliminary 

equation for calculating the total lateral resistance capacity was developed by summing the 

resistance contributions from all three resistance factors. Lateral loads were compared with lateral 

capacity to create a preliminary design aid to determine fastener spacing. 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND 

1.1 Project Objective and Scope 

The railroad industry has two different kinds of deck tie fasteners that are used to connect 

a bridge tie to the top flange of a steel plate girder. Hook bolts and spring clips constitute the most 

common fastener system currently in practice in the railroad industry as seen in Figure 1. However, 

the spacing of these fasteners varies from railroad to railroad depending on historical design 

practices specific to each railroad. Fastener spacing ranges from fasteners at every other tie to 

every fourth tie. Little research has been performed to determine their spacing and capacity.  

 

Figure 1: Deck tie fasteners on a curved railroad bridge 

Currently there are no design provisions in the AREMA (American Railways and 

Maintenance of Way Association) manual regarding tie-girder fastener capacity or spacing in 

railroad bridges. Chapter 15 of the AREMA design manual states that for open deck railroad 

bridges with riveted girders, deck tie fasteners should be spaced at every fourth tie with the center 

to center distance between fasteners  not to exceed 4’8” (AREMA, 2017a). However, for smooth 
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top bridge girders the AREMA manual specifies that depending on the lateral and longitudinal 

forces generated and the transfer of these loads to the smooth top girders, spacing of fasteners 

should be reduced from the spacing provided for riveted open deck bridges. Lack of design aids 

has raised a concern about the lateral resistance needed in instances where bridge tie and girder 

systems experience centrifugal or lateral forces.  

The recent commercial introduction of a new type of fastener called the Quikset Anchor 

by Lewis Nut and Bolt company in industry has raised questions regarding the required spacing 

and lateral capacity since there is no historical performance data available within each railroad 

company that can aid in the use of this fastener in practice. Since each railroad company has 

different standards for attaching bridge ties to girders, a 2016 Steel Bridge Technical Advisory 

Group meeting consensus determined that further research was required to determine the lateral 

capacity and spacing of tie-girder fasteners.   

This purpose of this research project is to experimentally determine the lateral capacity and 

spacing of tie-girder fasteners in steel bridges to ensure that adequate lateral resistance is provided 

upon their installation. Lateral forces are experienced in curved railway bridges. These forces are 

functions of several factors such as the degree of the curve, speed of the train negotiating the curve, 

material and physical properties of the tie and axle loads from the train. This project will identify 

and quantify each of these contributing factors and present data in the form of a preliminary design 

aid for each of the fastener types studied. It will focus on both dapped ties (ties that are notched to 

sit on top of the girder and adjust for superelevation) and undapped timber ties as well as three 

kinds of fasteners: square body hook bolts, forged hook bolts, and Quikset anchors.  
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 Track Components 

A typical railroad track structure has components shown in Figure 2 and explained in detail 

in sections 1.1.2 and 1.1.3 

 

Figure 2: Typical railroad track structure  

 Track Superstructure 

Track superstructure consists of an assembly of rails, crossties and the rail fastening 

system. The rail fastening system helps to anchor the rail to the ties and helps in the efficient 

transfer of forces from the train to the track substructure. Rail clips, railroad spikes, tie plates and 

tie pads constitute the rail fastening system  

 Track Substructure  

Track substructure is made up of granular material and crushed rock which supports the 

track superstructure. It serves multiple functions like aiding in the drainage of the track 

superstructure, transfer of loads from the superstructure to the roadbed, reducing vibrations from 

the train and minimizing erosion of the roadbed. The roadbed is the groundwork on which the rails, 

ties, and ballast of a railroad are laid and it serves as the foundation for a railroad track. The ballast 

is the upper portion of the track substructure which supports the track superstructure and the sub-

ballast is the bottom portion which rests on the roadbed. The depth of the ballast and the sub-

ballast varies and is specified by the individual railroad company. 
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1.2 Railroad Bridges 

Railroad bridges can be classified into two types based on the type of deck. They are 

explained in sections 1.2.1 and 1.2.2. 

 Ballasted Bridges 

A ballasted deck is constructed by placing a concrete slab across the top of two bridge 

girders as shown in Figure 3. Curbs are added to the concrete deck along the bridge length and this 

structure is then filled with ballast which supports the track superstructure. Loads from the train 

are transferred from the wheels to the rails, rails to the ties, ties to the ballast and concrete slab, 

slab to the girders and then from the girders to the columns and finally from the columns to the 

foundation. 

 

Figure 3: Ballasted deck (AREMA, 2003a) 

 Open Deck Bridges 

This style of bridge deck does not contain any ballast. The crossties are directly connected 

to the bridge girders with the help of steel deck tie fasteners as shown in Figure 4. Loads from the 

train are transferred from the wheels to the rails, from the rails to the ties, from the ties to the bridge 

girders, from the girders to the columns and then finally from the columns to the foundation. Deck 
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fasteners typically connect bridge ties to the bridge girder by hooking onto the bottom of the top 

flange of the girder. They prevent any lateral, rotational or longitudinal displacements. This 

research project only included the study of deck tie fasteners on open deck bridges. 

 

Figure 4: Open deck (AREMA, 2003a) 

1.3 Crosstie properties 

According to the Railroad Tie Association (RTA) more than 90% of the crossties used in 

the railroad industry are wood ties. Concrete, plastic and steel ties make up the remaining 10% 

(Railway Tie Association, 2018a). Hardwood species such as oak, maple and hickory or a blend 

of these woods mostly from eastern and mid-western forests are used to make wood ties. The scope 

of this research project only included wood crossties. A list of hardwood species approved by 

AREMA for railroad track purposes can be seen in Table 1. Railroad crossties are pressure treated 

with preservatives to prevent the wood from termite attacks, fungi and decay and thereby increase 

the service life of the tie. Based on information from the “Tie Guide” published by the Railway 

Tie Association, over 90% of preservatives used to treat wood crossties consist of an EPA 

registered pesticide containing creosote and its solutions (Webb, Webb, Zarembski, Smith, & 

Gauntt, 2016). 

Deck tie 

fasteners 

Deck tie 

fasteners 
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Table 1: Hardwood species used in railroad crossties (AREMA, 2017b) 

Ashes Elms  Larches Poplars 

Beech Firs Locusts Redwoods 

Birches Gums Maples Sassafras 

Catalpas Hackberries Mulberries Spruces 

Cherries Hemlocks Oaks Sycamores 

Douglas Fir Hickories Pines Walnuts 

 

 Bridge Ties 

Bridges are crucial for the smooth operation of a railway line, therefore, AREMA has strict 

conditional requirements for crossties that are used in bridges. Bridge ties are longer and larger 

than standard railroad ties as shown in Figure 5. Standard railroad tie dimensions are 7”x 9”x 8.5’ 

(Railway Tie Association, 2018a). Bridge ties are required by AREMA standard to have a 

minimum width of 8”. The length is governed by the greater of 10’ or the center to center distance 

between outer supports of the bridge plus three feet (AREMA, 2017b). Bridge ties are also spaced 

more closely together at a center to center distance of 12” - 16” whereas standard railroad ties have 

a larger spacing of 19.5”. All bridge ties are required to be free of any defects such as shakes, 

splits, knots or decay in order to maintain increased strength and durability throughout their service 

life. 
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Figure 5: AREMA Tie Dimensions 

 

1.4 Fastener Types 

 Three types of deck tie fasteners were tested within the scope of this project which are 

described in sections 1.4.1, 1.4.2 and 1.4.3.   

 Square Body Hook bolt 

The bolt goes through the railroad tie and hooks onto the top flange of the bridge girder as 

seen in Figure 6(a). As per their name, this type of fastener has a bolt with a square shaft as shown 

in Figure 6(b). Bridge ties are pre-drilled at a diameter of 1” before the hook bolts are installed, 

typically from below the deck. Based on the height of the bridge girder flange being used, hook 

bolts are manufactured in various lengths and specified by the designer. Square body hook bolts 

are attached to the ties using a washer and two nuts on top of the tie. The nuts are snug tightened 

and do not have any specified pretension in them. For this research project, hook bolts with a ¾” 

diameter, a thread length of 5 inches, total length of 16 inches and a hook length of 3 inches were 

used.  
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(a) (b) 

 

Figure 6: Square body hook bolts  

 

 Lewis Forged Hook bolt 

The forged hook bolt is similar to the square hook bolt except that it has a circular shaft 

instead of a square one as seen in Figure 7. The shape of the hook is different from the shape of 

the hook found in a square body hook bolt. This project aims to investigate how lateral capacity 

and spacing are affected by the shape of the cross sectional area of a hook bolt shaft. The cross 

section of the bolt changes near the hook where four splines can be found in the bolt before the 

cross section of the bolt becomes round near the threaded portion of the bolt.  
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Figure 7: Lewis forged hook bolt 

 Quik Set Anchor 

The Quikset Anchor is a fastener that was introduced to the railroad industry in 

2014(Austin, Personal Communication, 25 April 2018). It consists of a hook bolt similar to the 

Lewis Forged hook bolt which grips the top flange of a bridge girder with the help of a lock plate 

as seen in right most picture in Figure 8. The hook bolt in the Quikset Anchor also has four splines 

near the hook like the Lewis Forged hook bolt before the cross section of the bolt becomes round. 

Unlike the Lewis Forged hook bolt, the Quikset Anchor bolt is angled when it clamps to the girder 

flange as seen in the left most picture in Figure 8. The hook bolt passes through the gap between 

two adjacent bridge ties and through a bracket which is secured to both ties with lag screws. The 

bolt is then secured to the bracket using two nuts. The Quik set anchor is relatively easier to install 

compared to the Square body hook bolt and the Forged hook bolt, because it can be installed from 

above the bridge deck and does not require the user to be below the bridge deck. Also, no holes 

need to be predrilled through the entire height of the tie, thus increasing tie strength and aiding in 

the overall life of the tie by preventing ingress of rainwater and other contaminants. 
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Figure 8: Quikset Anchor installation 

 

1.5 Bridge surveys at Virginia Tech 

Eight railroad bridges were surveyed in order to obtain data regarding existing deck tie 

fastener spacing and performance. All of the bridges used open-decked construction. Five of the 

bridges were located in Virginia and three were in West Virginia as indicated in the map shown in 

Figure 9. 
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Figure 9: Locations of railroad bridges that were surveyed       

 Bridges Surveyed 

1. Berkley Road, VA 

This railroad bridge spanned a creek that ran adjacent to Berkley Road in Roanoke, VA. It 

was a two span bridge with riveted bridge girders and undapped ties. It had a single railroad track 

with one girder running parallel to each rail. Square body hook bolts were found on this bridge at 

every fourth tie. The fasteners were loose since the hook was not in contact with the flange of the 

bridge girder as shown in Figure 10. This railroad bridge was not curved.  
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Figure 10: Berkley Road Bridge - Riveted girders with hook bolts 

 

2. Glade Creek, VA 

This was a straight railroad bridge that crossed Glade Creek in Roanoke, VA. It was a six 

span bridge supporting two railroad tracks. Each of the four rails had a riveted bridge girder 

supporting it throughout the entire length of the bridge. It had square body hook bolts spaced at 

every third tie as shown in Figure 11. This bridge had riveted girders with undapped ties. The 

fasteners on this bridge were loose because the nuts on top of the track were not snug tight and 

they could be moved by hand. 

  
 

Figure 11: Glade Creek Bridge - Hook bolts at every 3rd tie 

 

3. Ellet Road, VA 
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The railroad bridge was located in Christiansburg, VA and it crossed over Ellet Road. It 

was a single span bridge with smooth topped steel girders. This bridge had four bridge girders with 

two steel girders supporting each rail along the entire span of this bridge. It was not a curved 

bridge. Square body hook bolts were found at every fourth tie on this bridge. It was not possible 

to gain close range access to the bridge from below, therefore it was not possible to determine 

whether the bridge ties were dapped or undapped. The top nuts were missing on the hook bolts in 

this bridge as shown in Figure 12. As a result of missing top nuts, the hook bolts were not held in 

a state of tension.  

  
 

Figure 12: Ellet road bridge - Hook Bolts at every 4th tie 

 

4.  Highway 10, WV 

The Highway 10 railroad bridge was a curved bridge with riveted girders and it crossed 

Highway 10 in West Virginia, close to the town of Covel. This was a multiple span bridge 

supported two railroad tracks with only one track in service. Each rail had a bridge girder 

underneath it throughout the length of the bridge. The track which was not in service had clip 

anchors connecting dapped ties to the top flange of the bridge girder as shown in Figure 13. Clip 

anchors are not within the scope of this research project. However, it was noted that the clip 
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anchors were loose because they had rotated. These were spaced at every third tie on the de-

commissioned track. It was not possible to gain access to the underside of the track that was in 

service because the bridge was tall and had steep embankments. Therefore, the type of fastener 

and the type of tie (dapped/ undapped) could not be determined.  

 

 

 

Figure 13: Bridge across Highway 10, WV - Clip anchors at every 4th tie  

         

5. Covel, WV 

This railroad bridge was located in the town of Covel, West Virginia. This bridge had 

seventeen spans with each rail supported by a girder throughout the entire length of the bridge. It 

had two railway tracks that were in service. This bridge had riveted girders with dapped ties and 

hook bolts spaced at every second tie as shown in Figure 14. The top nuts on the hook bolts were 

loose and they could be turned by hand.  
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Figure 14: Bridge at Covel, WV - Hook bolts at every 2nd tie 

 

6. Smokeless Road, WV 

This was a curved, multiple span railroad bridge crossing over Smokeless Road in West 

Virginia as seen in Figure 15. It had hook bolts spaced at every second tie as shown in Figure 16. 

It was not possible to gain access to the top of the bridge because it had steep embankments. As a 

result, the type of ties could not be determined. Observations from below the bridge revealed that 

it had four riveted girders per span. Assuming that each rail was supported by a girder, it can be 

estimated that this bridge supported two railroad tracks, thus having a total of four rails. 

  
 

Figure 15:  Bridge over Smokeless Road, WV 

 

 

Figure 16: Hook bolts spaced at every 2nd tie 

 

7. 4784 West River Road, VA 

This curved railroad bridge was located in Salem, VA where it spanned across the Roanoke 

river as shown in Figure 17. This bridge had three spans supporting two railroad tracks with a 
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bridge girder below each of the four rails. This bridge had riveted bridge girders with square body 

hook bolts spaced on every second tie. The nuts on the hook bolts were loose and they could be 

moved by hand. It was not possible to observe the type of ties that were used because the river was 

swollen and there was no access to the underside of the bridge. 

  
 

Figure 17: 4784 West River Road - Hook bolts spaced at every 2nd tie 

 

 

8. 4829 South West River Road, VA 

This curved railroad bridge also crossed the Roanoke River and it had a single railroad 

track. A riveted bridge girder supported each rail throughout the entire length of the bridge. Square 

body hook bolts spaced at every second tie were found on this bridge. Some of the square body 

hook bolts were missing where the ties had been pre-drilled as shown in Figure 18. 
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Figure 18: 4829 SW River Rd - Hook bolts spaced at every 2nd tie 

 

The relevant observations results of the bridge survey are summarized in Table 2. The 

blank spaces in the table below indicate cases where it was not possible to determine if the ties 

were dapped (notched to sit on top of the bridge girder) or undapped because the bridge was 

inaccessible.  

Table 2: Summary of bridge surveys 

Bridge Location Fastener Type 
Fastener 

Spacing 
Bridge girder type 

Dapped/Undapped 

Tie 

Berkley Road, VA 
Square body 

hook bolt 
4th Tie Riveted Girder Undapped 

Glade Creek, VA 
Square body 

hook bolt 
3rd Tie Riveted Girder Undapped 

Ellet Road, VA 
Square body 

hook bolt 
4th Tie Smooth Top - 

WV Highway 10 Clip Anchor 2nd Tie Riveted Girder Dapped 

Covel, WV 
Square body 

hook bolt 
2nd Tie Riveted Girder Dapped 

Smokeless Road, WV 
Square body 

hook bolt 
2nd Tie Riveted Girder - 

4784 West River 

Road, VA 

Square body 

hook bolt 
2nd Tie Riveted Girder - 

4829 SW River  

Road, VA 

Square body 

hook bolt 
2nd Tie Riveted Girder - 
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 Survey Observations 

Important observations from the field survey of all the eight bridges are summarized below: 

1. Out of the eight bridges that were surveyed, seven bridges had square body hook bolts. One 

bridge had clip anchors, which is a type of deck tie fastener that is not included in the scope of 

this project.  

2. Fasteners were loosely connected; where the fastener hook was not in contact with the top 

flange of the bridge girder. In most of the bridges which were surveyed, it was possible to 

shake the top ends of the fasteners that were on top of the bridge deck by hand. Loosely 

connected hook bolts can be seen in the figures  

3. Nuts are missing on the hook bolt fasteners as shown in Figure 21. It is possible that these nuts 

came loose because of repeated vibrations from train passing over the bridge.  

  
 

Figure 19: Loose hook bolt from Glade Creek bridge 

 

Figure 20: Loose hook bolt from Berkley Road bridge 

 

4. Fastener spacing was not consistent since spacing ranged from fasteners at every second tie to 

every fourth tie. Spacing differences can be observed in Figure 21 and Figure 22. Figure 21 

has hook bolts present at every fourth tie whereas Figure 22 has hook bolts at every third tie.                 
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Figure 21: Missing nuts on hook bolts 

 

 

Figure 22: Fasteners spaced every 3rd tie 
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW 

This chapter explains the forces that the fastener system on a railroad bridge has to resist. 

Loads are primarily resisted in three principal directions: longitudinal, lateral and vertical, as 

described in “Tie Report 6” (Railway Tie Association, 2018b). Loading scenarios on a curved 

railroad bridge in each of the three directions are described in detail in sections 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3. 

2.1 Longitudinal Direction 

Longitudinal loads are generated in the direction of the railroad track due to the motion of 

the train as a whole. The magnitude of longitudinal forces depends on the connections between 

rail cars and the overall length of the train. In the book, “Handbook of Railway Vehicle Dynamics” 

(Iwnicki, Wickens, Orlova, & Boronenko, 2006) relative motion between rail cars is referred to as 

‘slack action’ which is created due to slack in the coupling connections between rail cars. During 

the braking action of a train, rail cars run into one another and there is progressive impact between 

rail cars as the train reduces in length. During train acceleration, the coupling connections are in a 

state of tension as the train stretches. The fastener system on a railroad bridge needs to provide 

strength in the longitudinal direction by preventing movement due to mechanical loading from the 

train, such as braking and acceleration. 

2.2 Lateral Direction 

As a train passes over a curved track, centrifugal or lateral loads are generated in the radial 

direction, perpendicular to the railroad track. Lateral loads are a function of the train freight type, 

the curve radius, superelevation (or banking) of the curve and the speed of the train. Factors 

affecting the loading scenario in the lateral (radial) direction of the track are explained in sections 

2.2.1, 2.2.2, 2.2.3 and 2.2.4.  
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 Train Wheel Dynamics 

Train wheels have a fixed axle, therefore both wheels rotate at the same speed. Fixed axles 

are ideal for a straight track because they help center the wheels on the rails. However, on a curved 

track, they do not solve the problem of the outer wheel having to cover a larger distance than the 

inner wheel. Therefore, train wheels are conical as shown in Figure 23, so that the wheels are self-

centering based on the degree of the curve and the speed of the train. Self-centering is achieved by 

increasing the diameter of the outer wheel and reducing the diameter of the inner wheel to 

compensate for the difference in the distance that needs to be travelled, with both wheels rotating 

at the same speed. 

 

Figure 23: Train wheel dynamics at a curve 
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The flanges on the outer wheels come into contact with the rail as the train passes through 

a curve and high friction forces can be generated to counteract the centrifugal forces and prevent 

the wheel from sliding off the rail (Nilmani, 2011). Lateral creep forces are generated on the inner 

rail due to contact forces with the inner wheel. The outer wheel and outer rail experience lateral 

frictional forces due to the flange of the wheel bearing against the rail as seen in Figure 24.  

 

Figure 24: Rail to wheel contact forces at a curve 

Research done by the American Association of Railways (AAR) measured the lateral 

forces on the rails from the motion of a 100-ton car negotiating a 5-degree curve. This research 

showed that at higher speeds, maximum lateral forces were generated in the outer rail whereas at 

low speeds lateral loads on the inner rail were greater. Results from this study revealed that at low 

curve speeds (below 20 mph), a maximum lateral load of 14 kip was measured in the inner rail and 

at higher speeds (above 20 mph) a maximum lateral load of 13 kip was measured in the outer rail 

(A. Zarembski, n.d.).  
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 Superelevation 

The outer rail of the track is superelevated to counteract centrifugal forces that act on a 

train as it passes through a curve. When the weight of the train is equally distributed to the inner 

and outer rails on a superelevated track, the train is said to be in a condition of equilibrium. When 

more weight is transferred to the inner rail, the train is said to be in a condition of overbalance and 

when a higher percentage of the train weight is transferred to the outer rail, the train is said to be 

in a state of underbalance (Oldknow, 2017). During overbalance, higher lateral forces are 

generated at the inner rail because of the shift in the center of gravity of the train towards the inner 

rail. Similarly, when the center of gravity of a train shifts to the outer track, underbalance causes 

higher lateral creep forces on the outer rail. Therefore, lateral forces on the rails are a function of 

the axle weight of the train, since the superelevation is fixed, and how the center of gravity of the 

train shifts as it negotiates the curve.  

 Wheel Hunting 

Lateral forces are also generated due to lateral track irregularities such as defects in the rail 

and the response of the wheel set to lateral instabilities such as hunting (A. Zarembski, n.d.). 

Hunting is a phenomenon where the wheel set over corrects due to lateral irregularities and 

oscillates in a self-centering action from one rail to the other (Nilmani, 2011). Hunting occurs on 

both tangent tracks and on curved tracks. Loaded cars as well as empty cars exhibit hunting once 

they exceed a critical speed. Research done by AAR has shown that lateral forces as high as 15 

kip were measured for a 100-ton car negotiating a 5-degree curve after the onset of hunting 

compared to the 13 kip of lateral load without hunting (A. Zarembski, n.d.). 
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 Train Speeds 

The speed of the train as it negotiates a curve affects the frictional flange forces and lateral 

creep forces on the rails. Research done by the Transportation Technology Center Inc. (TTCI), 

measured lateral forces using wayside detectors for bridge design and bridge load rating purposes. 

The study included concrete bridges, steel bridges and tangent track. Results showed that lateral 

forces increased with increase in train speeds and the increase was the same for open track as well 

as bridges (Otter, Doe, & Belport, 2005). Research done by AAR has also shown that lateral forces 

on the outer rail increase with increase in speed, for tangent track as well as a curved track (A. 

Zarembski, n.d.). The Federal Railway Association (FRA) restricts the superelevation of the outer 

rail to 5 - 6 inches, relative to the elevation of the inner rail, in order to regulate train speeds at 

curves. The maximum speed of operation on a curve is calculated using Equation 1 (AREMA, 

2003b).  

𝑉𝑚𝑎𝑥 = √
3 + 𝐸𝑎

0.0007𝐷
 

Equation 1 

Where: 

𝑉𝑚𝑎𝑥 = Maximum allowable operating speed (mph.) 

𝐸𝑎   = Average elevation of the outer rail relative to the inner rail (in.) 

𝐷 = Degree of curvature (degrees) 

The limit on train speed is to prevent overturning or derailment of the train. When the 

maximum train speed on a curve is exceeded, centrifugal forces cause the resultant force from the 

center of gravity of the train to fall outside of either of the rails, thus causing the train to overturn. 

According to the book, “Practical Guide To Railway Engineering”, the shift in the center of gravity 

of the train usually causes it to derail first before overturning (AREMA, 2003b).  
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2.3 Vertical Direction 

This section explains the vertical loads on a steel railroad bridge such as dead loads, live 

loads and impact train loads. 

 Dead Loads 

Forces in the vertical direction include dead loads and live loads from the train which are 

a function of the train axle loads and track loads. Loads on bridges include the weight from track 

superstructure such as track rails, guard rails, and their rail fastenings. The AREMA manual for 

railway engineering specifies a track dead load of 200 lbs. per linear foot for each track for bridge 

design (AREMA, 2017a). The axle loads based on train freight type, ranging from 12 kip for empty 

cars to 72 kip for general freight, are shown in Table 3. These loads were partially obtained from 

the “Car and Locomotive Cyclopedia of American Practices” (Kratville, 1997) and supplemented 

by Dr. Steve Dick from TTCI (Dick, personal communication, April 2, 2018).   

Table 3: Axle loads and wheel loads based on train freight type 

FREIGHT TYPE 
Axle Load Wheel Load 

(kip) (kip) 

General Freight 72 36 

Standard Interchangeable Freight 72 36 

Double Stack cars 79 39 

Empty cars 17 8 

Empty Aluminum coal cars 12 6 
 

 Live Loads 

For live loads on bridges, AREMA recommends the application of a Cooper E-80 live load 

in lbs. per axle or the Alternative live load on 4 axles for steel bridges only, whichever produces 

higher stresses (AREMA, 2017a). The Cooper E-80 load is a series of point loads representing the 

axle loads from two locomotives followed by 8 kip per linear foot of distributed load as shown in 
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Figure 25. Axle spacing and the load per axle are different for both E-80 and Alternative live load 

on 4 axle load scenarios. as seen by comparing Figure 25 with Figure 26. 

 

Figure 25: Cooper E-80 live load with permission from AREMA (AREMA, 2017a) 

 

 

Figure 26: Alternative live load on 4 axles with permission from AREMA (AREMA, 2017a) 

 Impact Loads 

Impact loads are generated on a railroad bridge because of the train passing over a bridge. 

They are a factor of the bridge span length and the train speed. Impact forces are calculated as a 

percentage of the live loads on a train as per AREMA code provisions. The percentage of live load 

to be considered is obtained using Equation 2 and Equation 3 based on span length L: 

 

For L less than 80 feet:                        40 −
3𝐿2

1600
        Equation 2 

For L greater than 80 feet:                   16 +
600

𝐿−30
        Equation 3 
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From research done by (Igwemezie, 1987) it is known that impact forces only depend on 

the approach speed of the train and that they are not a multiplicative factor of the static axle load 

from a train. For open deck bridge design, AREMA recommends using a percentage of the impact 

load in order to account for the rocking effect of a train. The transfer of train weight from one rail 

to the other because of the lateral motion of the train is called rocking effect. Additional vertical 

loads on the rails are generated due to rocking. These loads are calculated as a vertical force couple 

with 20% of the impact load acting upward on one rail and the same load acting downward on the 

other rail (AREMA, 2017a).  

2.4 Wheel to Rail Loads 

The loads experienced on the rail from loading scenarios described in sections 2.2 and 2.3 

are explained in detail in sections 2.4.1 and 2.4.2.  

 Previous Research 

Wheel to rail loads can be calculated using equations developed by Igwemezie (1987) in a 

study involving the field test of a railroad bridge with concrete ties. In Equation 4 and Equation 5 

shown below, the first term indicates the static contribution to the overall wheel to rail load. The 

second term in the equations is a factor of the train speed and the Impact Load Distribution Factor 

(IDF). IDF can be calculated from calibration charts shown in Figure 27 that were developed by 

Igwemezie (1987) through experimental testing in the field and in the lab by varying tie spacing 

and the type of rail.  

𝑃𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑙 = 31 + (2.37𝑣)𝐼𝐷𝐹 For 0 ≤ 𝑣 ≤ 30 𝑚𝑝ℎ. Equation 4 

𝑃𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑙 = 31 + (61.74 + 0.30𝑣)𝐼𝐷𝐹 For 𝑣 > 30 𝑚𝑝ℎ. Equation 5 

Where: 

  𝑃𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑙 = Force on the rail in kips 
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  𝑣 = Speed of the train in mph. 

  𝐼𝐷𝐹 = Impact Load Distribution Factor obtained from Figure 27 based on rail size. 

 

Figure 27: Calibration charts for determining the impact load distribution factor with permission Igwemezie (1987) 
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 AREMA Provisions 

AREMA summarizes the loading scenarios explained in sections 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3 in Figure 

28 for a conventional railroad track. Vertical, Lateral and longitudinal loads are represented as 

point loads acting on the rails from the wheels. These loads take into account dead loads, live loads 

and impact loads. The longitudinal, lateral and vertical loads in Figure 28 are categorized based 

on the loading environment such as the degree of the curve, freight type of the train and the speed 

of the train. The longitudinal loads range between 25 kip and 50 kip, lateral loads range between 

10 kip and 30 kip and the vertical loads range between 80 kip to 120 kip.  

 

Figure 28: Wheel to rail load in kipsb with permission from AREMA (AREMA, 2010) 

2.5 Load Distribution from Rails to Ties 

For determining the lateral capacity of deck tie fasteners, it is important to estimate the 

loads experienced by a single tie due to rail loads. In order to simplify the loading environment, 

this research project ignored all loads in the longitudinal direction and only focused on vertical 
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and lateral loads. After wheel loads are transferred to the rails they are never carried by a single 

tie but by several ties. The distribution of vertical loads from the rails to a single tie is explained 

in sections 2.5.1 and 2.5.2. 

 Previous Research 

Research conducted on the vertical wheel load distribution to the track components, 

analyzed the rails and ties on a railroad track as a beam on an elastic foundation, where the rail is 

the beam that is supported by multiple ties or springs. Results have shown that a single wheel load 

is carried by the tie directly underneath the wheel and by multiple adjacent ties on either side of 

the central tie (A. M. Zarembski, n.d.). The load distribution for a conventional railroad track 

where wheel load was carried by seven ties was studied. It was found that the center tie typically 

carried 15% to 40% of the wheel load on a conventional track (A. M. Zarembski, n.d.). Research 

also showed that wheel load distribution was a function of the stiffness of the “beam” or the size 

and shape of the rail, and the spacing of the ties. Therefore, the percentage of wheel load carried 

by a tie was found to be directly proportional to the stiffness modulus of the rail. Increasing the tie 

spacing caused the percentage of wheel loads carried per tie to also increase.  

According to the paper, “Understanding Stresses in Rails” vertical and lateral loads are 

distributed over several ties (Igwemezie, 2014). Igwemezie points out that static rail load 

distribution depends on several factors such as tie spacing, ballast, rail size and axle spacing. 

Previous research done on pre-stressed concrete bridge ties have verified that static axle load 

distribution is a function of tie spacing, tie-girder pad stiffness and rail size (Igwemezie, 1987). 

Through field and lab tests, Igwemezie proved that the static load distribution to a single pre-

stressed concrete tie is 33.5% of the wheel axle load and that static load was not a function of the 

train speed. Later studies done on impact load distribution show that the impact load transferred 
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to a single tie varies from 48% to 57% on increasing the tie spacing from 16 in. to 24 in. 

(Igwemezie, Mirza. 1989). Results also showed that impact load distribution depends on the 

stiffness and shape factor of the rail tie pad. Therefore, these studies proved that the percentage of 

static load experienced by a tie are influenced by and the axle load of the train whereas the 

percentage of dynamic loads experienced by a tie are a function of train speed and tie-girder pad 

properties.  

Through the research involving the field test of an open deck railway bridge with concrete 

ties,  Equation 6 and Equation 7 were developed by Igwemezie (1987) to calculate the load carried 

per tie: 

𝑃𝑡𝑖𝑒 = (𝑆𝐷𝐹 ∗ 𝑃𝑤) + (2.37𝑣)𝐼𝐷𝐹 For 0 ≤ 𝑣 ≤ 30 𝑚𝑝ℎ Equation 6 

𝑃𝑡𝑖𝑒 = (𝑆𝐷𝐹 ∗ 𝑃𝑤) + (61.74 + 0.30𝑣)𝐼𝐷𝐹 For 𝑣 > 30 𝑚𝑝ℎ Equation 7 

 Where: 

  𝑆𝐷𝐹 = Static Load Distribution Factor 

𝐼𝐷𝐹 = Impact Load Distribution Factor from Figure 27. 

  𝑃𝑤 = Wheel load applied to the rail or Cooper E80 load 

  𝑣 = Speed of the train in mph. 

Igwemezie & Mirza, (1989) also showed that individual bridge ties at the ends of the bridge 

experience 2-3 times the load that an intermediate tie in the center portion of the bridge 

experiences. It was concluded that this was due to the increase in impact load caused by the change 

in stiffness of the track. Bridges have a higher stiffness than the wood tie-ballast and subgrade 

approach, therefore the end ties are subjected to higher impact forces as the train moves from the 

approach to the bridge. 
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 AREMA Provisions 

The AREMA manual for railway engineering specifies the percentage of wheel to rail loads 

that is transferred to a single tie based on the spacing and material of the tie as seen in Figure 29. 

This plot indicates that loads from the rails which are distributed to a single tie are a function of 

the effect of ballast, sub grade reactions, rail fastening system and rail stiffness (AREMA, 2010). 

It is clear from the plot that wood ties spaced 20 inches apart carry 40% of the wheel to rail load. 

However, these results do not apply to ties on an open deck bridge that does not have ballast and 

a subgrade reaction. Consequently, open deck bridges experience greater impact loads and less 

load is dissipated to the track substructure. Therefore, it is safe to assume that the percentage of 

the wheel to rail load carried by a wood bridge tie spaced 20 inches apart is greater than 40%.  
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Figure 29: Axle load distribution based on tie spacing and tie material with permission from AREMA (AREMA, 

2017b) 

For the purposes of this research project, it was assumed that the maximum percentage of 

load carried by a single bridge tie is 60%. It can be seen in Figure 29 that the percentage of load 

distributed to a single tie increases by approximately 3% on increasing the tie spacing by 2 in. 

Since nominal spacing of ties on a bridge is in the range of 14 in. – 16 in., the percentage of load 

carried per tie should decrease to less than 20% as per Figure 29. But since bridge ties experience 

greater impact loads, a conservative distribution of 60% was assumed for both lateral and vertical 

loads experienced by a single bridge tie. The vertical demand loads used for this project range 
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from 5 kip to 45 kip of wheel load acting on a single rail based on the loads given in Table 3. The 

lateral demand loads used in this research are within the range of 10 kip – 30 kip based on the 

range of lateral wheel loads given by AREMA in Figure 28.  

2.6 Study of Lateral Track Strength (Choros, Zarembski, & Gitlin, 1980)  

A study to determine lateral track strength was conducted by the American Association of 

Railroads where a section of railroad track was loaded laterally. The railroad track was specially 

constructed at AAR’s track testing laboratory as per guidelines presented in the AREMA manual 

of railway engineering. Loads simulating the capacity of a 100-ton freight car were applied to the 

track. Vertical loads were applied from four vertical hydraulic jacks with a capacity of 100 kip. 

The vertical loads were held constant after which the track was pushed laterally using two 

hydraulic jacks with a capacity of 50 kip. The lateral load was increased until a target displacement 

of 1 inch was reached after which the track was realigned before re-loading. The track was loaded 

three times at various vertical loads of 10 kip, 20 kip and 30 kip until a track displacement of 1 

inch was achieved through lateral loading for each test. Load versus displacement plots from this 

study revealed that the track stiffness increased on increasing the vertical loads. Lateral testing was 

also conducted for a single tie until a displacement of 2 inches was achieved. The lateral stiffness 

of the tie was calculated by dividing the lateral strength values by their corresponding lateral 

displacement values.  

Structural testing done in this research project followed a similar method of testing where 

a vertical load was applied on the system. The vertical load was held constant following which the 

system was loaded laterally in increments until a target displacement of 2 in. was achieved. The 

lateral load and lateral displacements were recorded throughout the test. The lateral stiffness of the 

system was calculated by dividing the lateral load by the corresponding lateral displacement.   
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CHAPTER 3: METHODS 

This chapter outlines the methods and procedures used to generate test results and data. 

3.1 Material Testing 

The wood species and associated material properties of the bridge ties were initially 

unknown. Material testing was conducted to classify the wood species and the compressive 

strength of the wood parallel to grain and perpendicular to grain. The actual compressive strength 

properties of the wood after the ties had been in service since 2003 were assumed to be different 

from the NDS specified compressive strength values for a particular species of wood. Therefore, 

material testing was performed in order to determine the compressive strength values. Samples 

from five different bridge ties were collected for compression strength testing and wood species 

classification. The samples were cut and prepared to meet the size specification of ASTM D143 

(ASTM Standard, 2014). 

 Wood species classification 

Twenty samples from five different ties, with four samples from each tie, were used in 

classifying the species of wood. The samples were 4in. x 1in. x 1in. They were first classified as 

hardwoods or softwoods by checking the end grain of the samples under a microscope to see if 

there were any vessels present. Vessels are tubes in the stem of a plant that help in transporting 

sap, water and nutrients along the height of the tree. They appear as black spots while observing 

the cross section in a wood sample as seen in Figure 30 and Figure 31. All the samples had vessels, 

therefore they were classified as hardwoods. The samples were then checked for specific 

distinctions such as a ray pattern to determine the species of wood.  
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The bridge ties were made up of a mixed species of wood. The wood species were 

identified as American Beech and Sycamore. The pattern of rays in a wood sample which appear 

as light colored lines running in the vertical direction, led to the final classification of both these 

wood species. Sycamore had a very distinctive ray pattern as shown in Figure 31 whereas the ray 

pattern in American Beech was not quite as uniform, shown in Figure 30.  

 Compression Testing 

A total of twenty specimens were tested as per ASTM D143 (2014) to determine the 

compressive strength perpendicular to grain as shown in Figure 32. A steel plate having a length 

of 4 in., width of 2 in. and a thickness of 1 in. was used to load the sample perpendicular to grain. 

The samples were loaded at a rate of 0.002in/second until a maximum deflection of 0.1 in. was 

reached. The force versus displacement plot for samples tested in compression, perpendicular to 

grain is shown in Figure 33. Load versus deflection graphs were plotted for all twenty samples. 

The ultimate compressive load for each sample tested perpendicular to grain was divided by the 

cross sectional area under bearing, which was the width of the steel plate multiplied by the width 

of the sample, to obtain the ultimate compressive strength value. 

Figure 30: American Beech end grain 

 

Figure 31: Sycamore end grain 
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Figure 32: Compressive testing perpendicular to grain 

 

 

Figure 33: Force - displacement graph for compression perpendicular to grain 

 

Twenty samples were tested as per ASTM D143 (2014) to determine the compression 

strength parallel to grain as seen in Figure 34. The samples were loaded at a load rate of 

0.002in/second. The test was stopped when the load dropped by 100 pounds from the ultimate load 
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for that specimen or when a maximum displacement of 0.1 inches was obtained. Load versus 

deflection graphs were plotted for each sample as can be seen in Figure 35. The ultimate load for 

each sample was recorded and divided by the cross sectional area of the sample to obtain the 

maximum compressive strength value for loading parallel to grain. The ultimate compressive 

strengths for each sample tested in compression perpendicular to grain and in compression parallel 

to grain is shown in Table 4.  

 
 

Figure 34: Compression testing parallel to grain 
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Figure 35: Force – displacement graph parallel to grain 

 

Table 4: Ultimate compressive stress values 

Compression Testing of Tie Specimens 
Parallel to grain Perpendicular to grain 

Sample Max load (lbs) 
Fc 

(psi) Sample Max load (lbs) Fc perp (psi) 

A-1 5956 5897 A-4 3009 1506 

A-2 5358 5277 A-5 3084 1530 

A-3 5136 5052 A-6 3462 1722 

A-8 4661 4640 A-7 2995 1490 

B-1 4605 4555 B-5 3111 1550 

B-2 5142.5 5086 B-6 2946 1474 

B-3 4304 4263 B-7 4078 2042 

B-4 5251 5214 B-8 3730 1858 

C-1 5627.12 5508 C-5 4961 2448 

C-2 6672.5 6595 C-6 5105 2545 

C-3 7035 6983 C-7 4398.5 2194 

C-4 7418 7266 C-8 4521 2246 

D-1 5405 5382 D-5 4665 2312 
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D-2 5909 5865 D-6 4591 2287 

D-3 6349 6299 D-7 4256 2099 

D-4 6640 6587 D-8 3884 1935 

E-1 4606 4544 E-5 4388 2171 

E-2 4631 4598 E-6 4268 2119 

E-3 4842 4807 E-7 3637.5 1799 

E-4 5231.5 5107 E-8 3030.7 1512 

 

The ultimate compressive strength values obtained from test data for samples tested in 

compression perpendicular to grain and parallel to grain respectively, were scaled as per ASTM 

D2915 and ASTM D245 to obtain NDS design values. Equation 8 was applied separately for each 

loading direction:  

𝑇𝑒𝑠𝑡 𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑐 = 𝑅 − 𝐾𝑠 Equation 8           

 
Where: 

R = Mean compressive strength  

K = Table 3 value (75% CI, 1-p = 0.95) from ASTM D 2915 

n = Total number of samples  

s = Standard deviation of the compressive strength values 

Test Statistic = Material property being calculated (Compression perpendicular to 

grain or Compression parallel to grain) 

Table 5: Table 3 in ASTM D2915 

Table 3 in ASTM D2915 
n K-Factor n K-Factor n K-Factor 

10 2.104 23 1.908 120 1.747 

11 2.074 24 1.901 140 1.739 

12 2.048 25 1.895 160 1.733 

13 2.026 30 1.869 180 1.727 

14 2.008 35 1.849 200 1.723 

15 1.991 40 1.834 250 1.714 

16 1.977 45 1.822 300 1.708 
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17 1.964 50 1.811 350 1.703 

18 1.952 60 1.795 400 1.699 

19 1.942 70 1.783 500 1.693 

20 1.932 80 1.773 1000 1.679 

21 1.924 90 1.765 1500 1.672 

22 1.916 100 1.758 Inf. 1.645 

 

The test statistic was divided by a safety factor as shown in Equation 9 to obtain the scaled 

compressive NDS strength value. The safety factor was obtained from Table 8 in ASTM D 245 

based on whether the sample was loaded in compression parallel or perpendicular to grain. For 

compression parallel to grain, the safety factor was 1.9 or 2.1 based on the results of wood species 

classification as can be seen in Table 6. For compression perpendicular to grain, the safety factor 

was chosen as 1.67. 

𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ =
𝑇𝑒𝑠𝑡 𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑐

𝑆𝑎𝑓𝑒𝑡𝑦 𝐹𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟
 

Equation 9           

 

Table 6: Safety factor from Table 8 ASTM D 245 

Safety Factor - Table 8 ASTM D 245 
Loading Softwoods Hardwoods 

Bending Strength 2.1 2.3 

MOE in Bending 0.94 0.94 

Tension Parallel 2.1 2.3 

Compression Parallel to grain 1.9 2.1 

Horizontal Shear 2.1 2.3 

Proportional Limit and Stress at Deformation 
(Compression Perpendicular to grain and 
Connections) 

1.67 1.67 

 

The final scaled compressive strength of the wood in the direction perpendicular to grain was 1820 

psi as shown in Table 7.  
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Table 7: Scaled compressive strength parallel to grain 

Compressive strength parallel to grain 
Mean 5476.31 psi 

Safety factor 2.10 (From Table 8, ASTM D 245) 

K-factor 1.93 (From Table 3 ASTM D 2915       
for n = 20) Standard deviation 856.05 

Test Statistic 3822.42 

Scaled compressive strength 1820 psi 

 

The final scaled compressive strength of the wood in the direction parallel to grain was 766 psi as 

shown in Table 8.  

Table 8: Scaled compressive strength perpendicular to grain 

Compressive strength perpendicular to grain 

Mean 1941.90 psi 

Safety factor 1.67 (From Table 8, ASTM D 245) 

K-factor 1.93 (From Table 3 ASTM D 2915       
for n = 20) Standard dev. 342.60 

Test Statistic 1280.00 

Scaled compressive strength 766 psi 
 

After the compressive strength values they can be used in engineering design after they have been 

scaled as per NDS provisions. It was estimated that knowing the material properties and species 

of wood would be beneficial for performing finite element modeling that might be required as 

future work in this research project. NDS scaling procedures were also assumed to be beneficial 

should any further material testing (shear strength, tension perpendicular and parallel to grain) be 

required in the future. 

3.2 Ties 

The bridge ties used for this project were donated by Norfolk Southern railroad company 

and are shown in Figure 36. These bridge ties were removed from a bridge in North Carolina in 
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June 2017 after having been in service since 2003. The bridge ties had variable dimensions. The 

length of individual ties varied between 11 ft. to 12 ft. The cross-sectional dimensions also varied 

between 7.5 in. x 8 in. for the horizontal dimension and 12 in. x 10 in. for the vertical dimension. 

The ties had two daps (rectangular notches in the tie so that ties can rest on the bridge girder) one 

on either ends where they were placed on the bridge girder. The dap length varied from 13 in. to 

23 in. and the dap height also varied from 0.25 in. to 2.5 in. It was also observed that some ties 

had a coating of grease on their surface as shown in Figure 37. The amount of grease that was 

varied from tie to tie with some ties not having any grease to some having a thick coating. All of 

the bridge ties which were used for testing purposes were selected as per AREMA standards for 

bridge ties, which specifies that ties having physical defects such as shakes or splits cannot be used 

in service (AREMA, 2017b). 

 

Figure 36: Bridge ties donated by Norfolk Southern 
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Figure 37: Grease on bridge tie 

The bridge ties were cut and prepared before they were used for structural testing. All the 

bridge ties had tie plates and bearing pads held in place by railroad spikes as shown in Figure 38. 

All the components of the rail fastening system such as bearing pads, tie plates, hook bolts and 

railroad spikes were removed from the ties prior to testing. Railroad spikes were pried out of the 

wood using a railroad spike puller. For testing purposes, each of these ties was cut into test samples, 

approximately 3.5 ft. in length using a chainsaw as shown in Figure 39. The chainsaw cuts on the 
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tie samples were uneven, therefore, the ends were squared up using a band saw to make them 

exactly perpendicular. 

 

Figure 38: Bridge ties having tie plates, bearing pads, railroad spikes and hook bolts 

 

 

Figure 39: Tie samples were cut with a chainsaw 

3.3 Test Set up 

For this research project, one half of the railroad track was simulated and the bridge girder, 

fastener and tie assembly were observed as a system. A schematic view of the experimental test 

set up of the simulated bridge assembly is shown in Figure 40. For further details regarding the 

structural test set up refer to Appendix C. This set up was used for structural testing to quantify 

the overall lateral resistance of the tie, girder and fastener assembly both independently and jointly. 
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The test frame consisted of W21x62 columns which were 15 feet tall and spaced 8 feet apart. 

W21x62 crosshead beams were connected to the columns with six A325 bolts having a diameter 

of 3/4” per connection, at an elevation of 13 ft. from the ground. Each column was fastened to the 

strong floor by four A490 bolts having a diameter of 1in. A 220 kip MTS actuator was attached to 

the crosshead of the load frame through a W21x101 stub section which was 21 inches long.  

 
 

Figure 40: Schematic view of experimental bridge assembly 
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Two identical W27x235 sections were used as a part of the tie and fastener assembly as the 

reaction block and the bridge girder section. Both W27x235 sections had four vertical stiffeners 

which were 0.5 in. thick. One W27x235 section was used as the bridge girder and the second 

W27x235 section which was used as a reaction block was placed perpendicular to the W27x235 

bridge girder section and connected to the strong floor using four A490 bolts having a diameter of 

1in. A 55 kip MTS actuator was attached to the reaction block using four bolts. Four 3.5in. spacers 

and a 1in. thick 14” x 30” plate was used to connect the actuator to the reaction block. Two 

L3x3x1/2 angle sections were used as bracing members in order to prevent weak axis bending of 

the W27x235 bridge girder section. The 55 kip actuator was chained to the reaction block in order 

to prevent the actuator from lifting up or kicking back during testing. The chain used as a bracing 

mechanism for the actuator had a capacity of 10 kip and was wrapped around the reaction block 

as shown in Figure 41. 
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Figure 41: Structural Test set up 

The W27x235 section which was used as the bridge girder was connected to the strong 

floor by fourteen A490 bolts having a diameter of 1 in. Four 3.5 in. spacers and a 30” x 14” plate 

having a thickness of 1 in. was attached to the top of the W27x235 bridge girder section as shown 

in Figure 42 using four A490 bolts of diameter 1”. Since the 55-kip lateral actuator was raised by 

3.5 in. because of spacers that connected it to the W27x235 reaction block, lateral force was 

applied above the center of the tie. It was necessary for the center of the tie to be on the same level 

as the 55 kip actuator in order to prevent a potential moment in the tie that would cause the tie to 
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push upwards. The 14” x 30” steel plate was used to raise the vertical elevation of the tie so that 

the line of application of the lateral force was on the same level as the tie.  

 

Figure 42: 14” x 30” steel plate attached to the W27x235 bridge girder section 

The bridge girder, tie and fastener system for one half of the railway track is shown in 

Figure 43. Three major factors were identified in this system that contribute towards the overall 

lateral resistance of a curved railroad bridge: 

1. Friction resistance between the surface of the bridge tie and the flange of the steel girder 

due to axle loads 

2. Resistance of the fastener (bearing against the wood of the tie, tension in the fastener, 

fastener bearing against the top flange of the steel girder) 

3. Resistance from the dap in the bridge tie when it bears against the flange of the bridge 

girder.  

Each of these contributing factors were decoupled and quantified individually to determine how 

each one contributes to overall lateral resistance. Experimental testing was completed in phases to 

quantify the contribution of each of the three lateral resistance factors.  
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3.4 Friction Contribution 

The methods used for the isolation of lateral resistance due to the friction between the 

bridge tie and the surface of the girder flange is explained in sections 3.4.1 and 3.4.2. 

 Friction Coefficient 

The friction between the surface of the flange of the bridge girder and the surface of the 

bridge tie resting on the flange, is a function of the normal force multiplied by the coefficient of 

friction between steel and wood. The equation relating the normal force, friction force and the 

friction coefficient is: 

𝐹 = 𝜇𝑁 

Where: 

𝐹 = Friction force 

𝑁 = Normal force 

𝜇 = Coefficient of friction 

Figure 43: Resistance Contributions 
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The normal force in the tie, girder and fastener assembly is the gravity load from the train 

passing over the railroad bridge that is transferred to the tie from the rails. Since only one half of 

the bridge track structure is being considered, only half of the gravity load from the train is 

transferred to the girder, tie and fastener assembly. As the normal load increases, the friction force 

between the surface of the bridge tie and the flange of the bridge girder also increases, thus 

increasing the lateral resistance of the system against centrifugal forces generated by the train. The 

friction force is directly proportionate to the magnitude of the gravity load from the train. Loads 

from the train are a function of multiple factors such as the speed of the train, freight type of the 

train and the curve geometry of the railroad bridge. Frictional resistance is maximum when the 

loads from the train are high and it is less when the loads from the train are smaller.  

 Friction Testing 

To determine the contribution of friction to overall lateral strength, undapped ties were 

tested without a fastener, thus eliminating strength contributions from the fastener and the dap. A 

220 kip vertical actuator was used to simulate gravity loads from the train by applying a vertical 

load on the tie. A 55 kip lateral actuator was used to load the tie in the horizontal direction. 

Observations from the railroad bridge surveys showed that the edge of the bridge tie was 

approximately 27 in. to 28 in. away from the rail, or the point of application of the normal force 

from the train. Since the flange of the W27x235 section used as the bridge girder for testing was 

14 inches wide, the undapped tie was placed on the plate attached to the girder section such that 

the end facing the 55 kip actuator was 20 inches away from the edge of the girder flange, as shown 

in Figure 44. 
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Figure 44: Undapped tie without a fastener 

Based on the magnitude of the vertical wheel loads given in Table 3, vertical wheel loads 

ranging between 5 kip and 45 kip at 10 kip intervals were used for testing. The 220 kip vertical 

actuator was used to apply a constant vertical load on the tie and the 55 kip horizontal actuator was 

used to apply a ramp load at the rate of 1 inch/minute on the tie till a final displacement of 2 inches 

was reached. Jim Carter from Norfolk Southern provided information regarding lateral failure in 

the railroad industry where 2 inches of displacement in the tie represents track failure since it 

signifies a lateral displacement of 2 inches in the track which is a cause for train derailment (Carter, 

personal communication, November 9, 2017). 

In order to load the tie vertically, bearing pads were placed on top of the tie and a greased 

10” x 18” steel plate was placed on it. The vertical load from the actuator was kept constant during 

tie displacement by placing four rollers having a diameter of 2 in. on top of the steel plate. Another 

greased steel plate having similar dimensions of 10” x 18” was placed on top of the rollers, which 

was in contact with the 18” x 12” x 2” plate attached to the actuator. Bearing pads, rollers and 
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greased steel plates that were used to load the tie vertically are shown in Figure 45. Teflon grease 

was used to further reduce the friction between the plates and the rollers. The rollers and plates 

were placed at exactly the same position underneath the vertical actuator for every test. White lines 

marking the position of bearing pads, steel plates, rollers and the actuator plate are shown in Figure 

45. Two 8 inches long angle sections were clamped to the top of the tie on either side of the vertical 

actuator. These were installed as a safety measure in order to restrict the movement of rollers 

during testing in case they suddenly rolled out from between the load bearing steel plates. 

 

Figure 45: Bearing pads, rollers and greased steel plates 

Five tests were conducted per tie for five tie samples at vertical loads of 5 kip, 15 kip, 25 

kip, 35 kip and 45 kip where the vertical load was held constant and the tie was pushed laterally at 

a load rate of 1inch per minute till a displacement of 2 inches was obtained. The sequence in which 

each of these five tests were conducted per tie, varied for each tie, so that changes in test results 

due to loading and reloading of a tie sample could be observed. The order in which tests were 

conducted for each tie is shown in Table 9. Tie samples were photographed before and after testing. 

The steel plate on which the tie samples were placed for testing, was cleaned before every test to 
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prevent variations in the friction surface due to the presence of creosote, wood particles and rail 

lubricant that were present on the surface from the tie sample from the previous test.  

Table 9: Test order of tie samples 

Tie sample 
Applied Vertical Load 

5 kip 15 kip 25 kip 35 kip 45 kip 

Tie 2 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 

Tie 3 5th 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 

Tie 4 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 

Tie 5 3rd 4th 5th 1st 2nd 

Tie 8 4th 5th 1st 2nd 3rd 
 

Prior to using the combination of bearing pads, rollers and steel plates to load the tie 

vertically, tests were attempted by only using rollers, without any Teflon grease or steel plates. 

These preliminary tests did not perform well because the surface of the tie was uneven and 

vertically loading the tie with only the rollers as points of contact made the system unstable when 

the tie was pushed laterally. The test was stopped when the rollers disengaged from under the 

vertical actuator and force from the lateral actuator was then resisted by the shaft of the vertical 

actuator in flexure. The tie could not displace 2 inches successfully when only rollers were used 

for vertical loading. The next attempt at loading the tie vertically involved using a steel plate and 

Teflon grease in order to increase the contact area between the vertical actuator and the tie as 

shown in Figure 46. The surface between the plate and actuator was greased to enable lateral 

movement of the plate with the tie during the application of lateral load. 
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Figure 46: Steel plate with Teflon grease  

The method of vertically loading the tie was successful for vertical loads of 5 kip and 15 

kip where the tie displaced by 2 inches as shown in Figure 47. Using only the steel plate with 

Teflon grease did not work for the higher range of vertical loads at 25 kip, 35 kip and 45 kip 

because the grease between the steel plate and the actuator plate was not sufficient to overcome 

the increased friction due to application of higher vertical loads. Therefore, the tie did not displace 

2 inches laterally. A combination of rollers and greased steel plates was then attempted to laterally 

displace the tie by 2 inches which proved to be successful. In order to isolate the friction 

component, all the tests were conducted with a combination of rollers and greased steel plates. 
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Figure 47: Displaced tie and greased steel plate after friction testing 

3.5 Fastener Contribution 

The centrifugal forces generated due to the passing of a train on a curved bridge are resisted 

by the fastener loaded in shear when it bears against the top flange of the bridge girder. Hook bolts 

also provide bearing resistance when the body of the hook bolt, passing through the tie, bears 

against the wood of the tie. The test set up was altered for testing the contribution from fasteners. 

The 55 kip lateral actuator was replaced by a 110 kip lateral actuator. A higher lateral load was 

needed for testing all the fasteners, ties with daps and full assembly tests. The 110 kip actuator 

was bolted and also chained to the W27x235 reaction block using four A490 bolts of diameter 

11/4” as shown in Figure 48. The 30” x 14” plate which was originally attached to the 55 kip 

actuator was then attached to the clevis of the 110 kip actuator.  
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Figure 48: 110 kip horizontal actuator 

The axis of the 110 kip actuator was not parallel to the ground because the actuator support 

resting on the flange of the reaction block made the actuator angle slightly upwards. To correct the 

direction of application of lateral force and make the actuator exactly parallel to the ground, three 

washers were used to raise each bolt that connected the actuator to the W27x235 reaction block as 

shown in Figure 49.  
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Figure 49: 110 kip actuator raised by washers 

 

 Square Body Hook Bolt Testing 

The tie samples used for testing square body hook bolts were prepared similarly to the tie 

samples that were used for testing the Lewis forged hook bolts. The test set up also remained 

unchanged from what was used for the forged hook bolts. Square body hook bolts were installed 

and tightened similar to the square body hook bolt and the tie was held in place by two angle 

sections clamped using bridge clamps as shown in Figure 50. Once the square body hook bolt was 

installed, a lateral force was applied to the tie at a load rate of 1 inch/minute until a final 

displacement of 2 inches was recorded. Five square body hook bolts were tested for this research 

project. In order to determine the ultimate capacity of a square body hook bolt, one fastener was 

tested using the same load rate of 1 inch/minute beyond 2 inches of displacement till the fastener 

failed.  
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Figure 50: Installed square body hook bolt 

 

 Lewis Forged Hook Bolt Testing 

Tie samples which were used for testing the Lewis forged hook bolt were pre-drilled before 

installing the fastener. Each hole was adjacent to the edge of the steel plate at approximately 20 

inches away from the end of the tie sample which was pushed laterally. The 1-inch diameter hole 

was drilled using a Hole Hawg drill which had a drill bit that was 12 inches long, so that the hole 

could go through the entire height of the tie. Lewis forged hook bolts were installed from below 

the 30”x 14” steel plate such that the hook was securely clamped to the edge of the plate as shown 

in Figure 51.  
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Figure 51: Round body hook bolt attached to 30" x 14" steel plate 

The hook bolt was secured to the top of the tie using a bridge washer and snug tightened 

using two ¾ inch hexagonal nuts as seen in Figure 52. The first nut was snug tightened uing a 

cresent wrench and the second nut was then threaded on top of the first nut and snug tighened. In 

order to prevent the tie sample from moving out of the line of application of lateral force during 

testing, a L3x3x1/2 angle section was placed on the steel plate, along both sides of the tie. Each 

angle was held in place by two bridge clamps which were snug tightened as shown in Figure 53. 

  After the forged hook bolt was installed and tightened, a lateral force was applied to the tie 

at a load rate of 1 inch/minute until a final displacement of 2 inches was recorded. Five forged 

Figure 52: Bridge washer and round body hook bolt secured with two nuts 
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hook bolts were tested until each tie sample was displaced by 2 inches. In order to determine the 

ultimate capacity of a forged hook bolt, one fastener was tested using an identical load rate of 1 

inch/minute beyond 2 inches of displacement until the fastener failed.  

 

Figure 53: L3x3x1/2 angles clamped using bridge clamps to prevent tie movement 

 

 Quikset Anchor Testing 

Quikset Anchors were pre-assembled on the ground where the Quikset bracket was 

installed on two tie specimens. The ties were aligned against the flange of a W-section at the lab 

and were spaced 5.5 in. apart from edge to edge since nominal edge to edge spacing for bridge tie 

varies between 4in. – 6 in. The bracket was then placed on top of the ties at a length of 21.5 inches 

from the edge of the ties that would be loaded laterally, and its position was marked. The ties were 

pre-drilled where the bracket holes were on the ties, using a spade bit of diameter 3/8 in. The 

bracket was then secured to the ties by drilling lag screws using an air wrench. Two 2x4 members 

were screwed into both ties at either ends to hold the ties in position while lifting and mounting 
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the assembly on top the 14” x 30” steel plate. The assembled ties were aligned after they were 

mounted so that the bracket was centered with the point of lateral load application. The tie and 

bracket assembly along with the dimensions used during pre-installation are shown in Figure 54. 

 

  
 

Figure 54: Quikset Anchor assembly 

 

 After the assembly was mounted and aligned, a hook bolt with a lock plate was inserted 

through the bracket. The hook bolt was given a few taps using a hammer from below to ensure 

that the hook bolt and lock plate were properly engaged to the steel plate. The hook bolt was then 

bolted to the steel plate using a ¾ inch diameter washer and two ¾ inch diameter hexagonal nuts. 

The first nut was installed first and snug tightened using a wrench. The nut, bolt and washer were 

marked after being snug tightened and a cheater bar of length 40 in. was used to tighten the nut by 

one full turn before installing the second nut. The second nut was also tightened using a cheater 

bar. The ties were held in place using L3x3x1/2 angle sections clamped to the simulated top flange 

in place using bridge clamps as shown in Figure 55. Both the 2x4 members were removed prior to 

testing. A total of five samples were tested at a load rate of 1 inch per minute till a final 
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displacement of 4.5 inches was achieved. One Quikset anchor was tested without a lock plate to 

investigate the effect of the lock plate on fastener resistance. 

 

Figure 55: Installation of Quik-set anchors 

3.6 Dap Contribution 

Dapped tie samples were used for testing the contribution to lateral resistance from the dap. 

Tie sample used for dap testing did not have any pre-drilled holes since no hook bolts were 

required. The dapped portion of the tie was placed on the steel plate such that the end facing the 

horizontal actuator was approximately 18-20 inches from the edge of the steel plate as shown in 

Figure 56. When the tie was loaded with the actuator plate pushing against the entire cross section 

of the tie, the dapped portion of the tie failed in parallel shear at a lateral load of 53.6 kips. The 

failed tie is shown in Figure 58 and Figure 58. The ultimate failure strength was not representative 

of the actual strength of the dap since the full cross section of the tie was loaded, which prevented 

the dap from failing in shear at the ultimate shear strength of the wood.  
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Figure 56: Dapped tie sample prior to testing 

 

               

Figure 57: Parallel shear failure of the dap  Figure 58: Shear failure of the dap (other side) 

The test set up was modified to load only the top portion (undapped portion) of the tie so 

that the dapped portion could shear by bearing against the flange of the bridge girder. A 10 inch x 

30 inch steel plate was attached to the actuator plate using steel hangars as shown in Figure 59 so 

that only the top portion of the tie could be loaded. The tie began to lift up over the bridge flange 

once the lateral load was applied as shown in Figure 60. This was because the lateral load was 
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eccentric to the center of rotation, which was where the dap was in contact with the bridge flange, 

creating a moment in the tie and causing it to lift up over the bridge flange.  

   

Figure 59: Loading the undapped portion of the tie Figure 60: Tie lifting up during loading 

Since the test set up could not be modified successfully to load only the undapped portion 

of the tie, each of the individual tie samples were modified to induce a shear failure in the dap. 

The ties were notched at a distance of 12 inches away from the edge of the bridge flange. The 

notch was 1-inch thick and its depth was the same as the dap depth of the tie as shown in Figure 

61. Therefore, the notch depth varied with the depth of the dap for each tie sample. Creating a 

notch in the tie caused a shear failure to occur without creating a moment in the tie. It also kept 

the length of the shear plane constant by restricting the occurrence of the dap failure between the 

notch and the edge of the bridge flange. For this research project five dapped ties were notched 

and tested. They were laterally loaded at a rate of 1 inch/minute till dap failure occurred. The tie 

width and dap depth for each tie were recorded before testing.  
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Figure 61: Dapped tie with a 1 inch thick notch 
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CHAPTER 4: RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

This chapter presents the results from the data obtained using the structural testing methods 

and procedures described in Chapter 4. 

4.1 Friction Contribution 

Two kinds of friction coefficients were calculated from the data obtained by varying the 

normal force on the tie. Horizontal load versus horizontal displacement graphs were plotted for all 

the ties that were tested. As per ASTM G115 – 10 Measuring and Reporting Friction Coefficients, 

a system with a higher static friction than its kinetic friction, henceforth referred to as Case 1, 

exhibits a large breakaway force before it begins sliding as shown in Figure 62 (ASTM Standard, 

2013).  

 

Figure 62: Case 1 - Force vs. displacement plot for a system with a high breakaway force 

Case 1: 

The kinetic friction coefficient is calculated using F’ as per Equation 10. 

  𝜇𝑘𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑡𝑖𝑐 =
𝐹′1

𝑁
 

Equation 10 

  . 

The static friction coefficient is calculated using F as per Equation 11.  

  𝜇𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑐 =
𝐹1

𝑁
 

Equation 11 
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Where: 

𝐹′1 = Average force required to overcome kinetic friction after initial slip 

𝐹1 = Peak breakaway force required to overcome static friction and cause slip 

𝑁 = Normal force 

However, all the tie specimens that were tested for determining the lateral resistance due 

to friction, exhibited a very small breakaway force with the kinetic friction coefficient being 

greater than the static friction coefficient henceforth referred to as Case 2 and shown in Figure 63. 

The second friction model represents the lack of interlocking between the two friction surfaces, 

wood and steel, thus exhibiting no breakaway force.  

 

Figure 63: Case 2 - Force vs. Displacement plot for a system with no breakaway force. 

Case 2: 

The kinetic friction coefficient is calculated using F2 as per Equation 12. 

  𝜇𝑘𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑡𝑖𝑐 =
𝐹2

𝑁
 

Equation 12 

. 

The static friction coefficient is calculated using F2’ 

  𝜇𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑐 =
𝐹′2

𝑁
 

Equation 13 

Where: 
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𝐹2 = Average force required to overcome kinetic friction after initial slip 

𝐹′2 = Peak force required to overcome static friction and cause slip 

For analyzing where F’ lay on a graph the slope at each point on the lateral force versus 

lateral displacement graph was calculated. F’ was located at the point on the plot where there was 

a sudden decrease in the slope between two points. F was calculated by averaging all the lateral 

force values on the graph following F’ as specified in ASTM G115. 

4.2 Friction Test Results 

For all tests that were conducted to determine the lateral resistance due to friction, the 

lateral displacement was recorded in the tie up to a maximum of 2 in. The railroad industry 

considers 2 in. of lateral displacement in a bridge tie as track failure because of the potential for 

train derailment. Therefore, the data for all the tests was analyzed for lateral displacements ranging 

between 0 – 2 in. Figure 64 shows the position of the tie, the steel plates, bearing pad and rollers 

prior to testing. Figure 65 shows the roller position at the completion of testing. The steel plate 

above the rollers moved to the right, relative to the tie whereas the bearing pad and the steel plate 

on top of the bearing pad did not move relative to the tie. Depending on the surface condition of 

the ties that were tested, grease or lubrication on the sliding surface of the tie was transferred after 

each test to the steel plate which supported the tie. It was observed that all the results of tests 

conducted to determine frictional resistance conformed to Case 2 described in ASTM G115 for 

materials without a breakaway force before initial slip.  
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Figure 64: Tie, steel plates, rollers and bearing pads before testing 

 

 

Figure 65: Tie, steel plates, rollers and bearing pads after testing 

Results from all tie samples which were tested to study lateral resistance from friction are 

presented in sections 4.2.1 to 4.2.7. All the tie specimens are described in the order in which they 
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were tested. Tie 1 and Tie 7 were not included as a part of the results for this research project since 

they were used for preliminary tests which were conducted to ensure that there were no issues in 

the structural test set up. 

 Tie 2 

The lateral force versus displacement graph for Tie 2 can be seen in Figure 66. Five lateral 

push tests were done, starting at a vertical load of 5 kip and increasing the vertical load in 10 kip 

increments. The lateral load increased at the same rate for each test as shown in the plots for all 

five tests, which have a similar slope before initial slip of the tie occurred. After initial lateral 

movement of the tie, the lateral load remained relatively constant for each test. It was observed 

that lateral resistance was directly proportionate to the magnitude of the applied vertical load. 

Fluctuations in the lateral load were attributed to the stick slip behavior of the tie which is a 

function of surface interaction of the tie and the steel plate supporting the tie under the application 

of lateral load. The tie surface was clean of any grease. The steel plate supporting the tie was free 

of grease after each test was completed, as seen in Figure 67.  
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Figure 66: Lateral Force vs. Lateral Displacement for Tie 2 

 

 

Figure 67: Steel plate after lateral push tests on Tie 2 
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 Tie 3 

The lateral force versus displacement graph for Tie 3 can be seen in Figure 68. The first 

test was conducted at a vertical load of 15 kip. Tie 3 did not exhibit stick slip behavior. The tie 

surface sliding over the steel plate had grease on it which remained on the plate after each test was 

completed as can be seen in Figure 69. It is estimated that the slight increase in lateral load after 

initial slip for each test is due to the resistance provided by the dried grease on the tie surface. The 

lateral load increased at a similar rate for each lateral test before initial slip of the tie occurred. 

Lateral resistance was proportionate to the vertical force applied on the tie. 

 

Figure 68: Lateral Force vs. Lateral Displacement for Tie 3 
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Figure 69: Steel plate after lateral push tests on Tie 3 

 Tie 4 

The lateral force versus displacement graph for Tie 4 can be seen in Figure 70. The first 

test was conducted at a vertical load of 5 kip. The lateral load increased at a similar rate for lateral 

push tests conducted at all vertical loads except for the test where a vertical load of 45 kip was 

applied. It is possible that a variation in original tie alignment caused the lateral load to increase at 

a different rate. The sliding surface of Tie 4 was clean of any rail lubricant or grease. There was 

relatively less grease remaining on the steel plate after testing as can be seen in Figure 71. Similar 

to Tie 2 and Tie 3, it was observed that lateral resistance was proportionate to the magnitude of 

the vertical load.  
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Figure 70: Lateral Force vs. Lateral Displacement for Tie 4 

 

 

Figure 71: Steel plate after lateral push tests on Tie 4 

 Tie 5 

The lateral force versus displacement graph for Tie 5 can be seen in Figure 72. The first 

test was conducted at a vertical load of 35 kip. The lateral load increased at the same rate for all 
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five lateral push tests. The sliding surface of Tie 5 was free of any lubricants and very little grease 

remained on the steel plate after lateral testing as can be seen in Figure 73. From Figure 72 it can 

be observed that the lateral load for all five tests peaked after a displacement of 1.8 in. was recorded 

in the tie. It is estimated that this increase in lateral load was caused due to imperfections or 

irregularity in the tie. 

 

Figure 72: Lateral Force vs. Lateral Displacement for Tie 5 
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Figure 73: Steel plate after lateral push tests on Tie 5 

 Tie 8 

The lateral force versus displacement graph for Tie 8 can be seen in Figure 74. The first 

test was conducted at a vertical load of 25 kip. The load rate increased at a similar rate for all the 

tests. It is estimated that this was caused by an uneven sliding surface. A thin layer of wood was 

scraped off from the sliding surface of the tie while testing. The tie surface had a significant amount 

of grease or lubricant. Grease and wood chips remaining on the steel plate can be seen in Figure 

75.  
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Figure 74: Lateral Force vs. Lateral Displacement for Tie 8 

 

 

Figure 75: Steel plate after lateral push tests on Tie 8 
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 Tie 6 

The lateral force versus displacement graph for Tie 6 can be seen in Figure 76. The rate of 

increase in lateral load was the same for all the tests. The sliding surface of Tie 6 was relatively 

clean and the steel plate did not contain a significant amount of grease remaining from lateral 

testing as can be seen in Figure 77. All five tests were conducted at a vertical load of 45 kip on Tie 

6 in order to study the effect of relaxation of the tie on lateral strength. Wood fibers in the tie 

compress under loading. The fibers gradually revert to their original configuration or ‘relax’ on 

unloading the tie over a period of time. A vertical load of 45 kip was chosen in order to consider 

the worst case scenario for a bridge tie in the field when it experiences the highest possible vertical 

loads. Tests 1, 2 and 3 were conducted on the first day and tests 4 and 5 were performed 2 days 

later so that the wood fibers in the tie could relax and revert to their original configuration. From 

Figure 76 it can be observed that test 1 showed an ultimate lateral resistance of 22 kip and tests 2, 

3, 4 and 5 recorded a lateral resistance of approximately 20 kip. Through these tests it can be 

concluded that tie relaxation does not affect lateral resistance because test 4 and 5 did not show an 

increase in lateral load after 2 days. 
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Figure 76: Lateral Force vs. Lateral Displacement for Tie 6 

 

 

Figure 77: Steel plate after lateral push tests on Tie 6 
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 Tie 9 

The lateral force versus displacement graph for Tie 9 can be seen in Figure 78. In order to 

confirm the conclusion that relaxation of the wood does not affect lateral resistance from testing 

of Tie 6, five lateral push tests were conducted on Tie 9 at a vertical load of 45 kip. Similar to tests 

performed on Tie 6, tests 1, 2 and 3 were conducted on the first day and tests 4 and 5 were 

performed 2 days later. Since test 4 and 5 did not record lateral loads greater than the loads from 

tests 1, 2 and 3, it appears that relaxation of the tie does not affect lateral resistance.  

 

Figure 78: Lateral Force vs. Lateral Displacement for Tie 9 
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increase in stick slip during successive testing is not clear. There was no grease residue remaining 

on the steel plate after testing as can be seen in Figure 79.  

 

Figure 79: Steel plate after lateral push tests on Tie 9 

 From all the tests conducted on Tie 2, Tie 3, Tie 4, Tie 5 and Tie 8, it was observed that 

lateral resistance remained similar for all ties during the application of a given magnitude of 

vertical load (5 kip – 45 kip). Results were similar at a particular vertical load regardless of the 

order in which each of the five lateral tests per tie were conducted. Since order of testing per tie 

does not affect results, it can be assumed that a tie specimen can be reused for multiple tests for 

determining frictional resistance.  

4.3 Load Graphs 

Test results from friction testing were compiled as per the provisions of ASTM G115. Since 

all the ties exhibited a low breakaway force, the friction coefficients were calculated using 

Equation 12 and Equation 13 from Case 2. All the test results were categorized based on the 

magnitude of the applied vertical load. The lateral loads corresponding to each of the five vertical 

load magnitudes were averaged and a bilinear curve was used to calculate the static and kinetic 

coefficients of friction. The average lateral force at a vertical load of 45 kip can be seen in Figure 
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80. In Figure 81 a bilinear curve is used to capture the average lateral. The slope of the line before 

slip of the tie is henceforth referred to as S1 and the slope of the line after initial slip is henceforth 

referred to as S2. S1 and S2 values for all the five vertical load cases are summarized in Table 10. 

The slope of the first equation matching the plot shown in Figure 81 before initial slip of the tie, 

is the coefficient of static friction. The slope of the second equation matching the plot in Figure 81 

after initial slip of the tie, is the coefficient of kinetic friction. The lateral forces versus lateral 

displacement graphs for the average lateral load at each of the five vertical loads can be found in 

Appendix B. 

 

Figure 80: Average lateral load at a vertical load of 45 kip 
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Figure 81: Bilinear plot of the average lateral load at a vertical load of 45 kip 

 

Table 10: S1 and S2 values for lateral loads averaged for vertical loads ranging from 5 kip to 45 kip 

Sample (kip) 
Slope (kip/in) 

S1 S2 

5 19.7 0.26 

15 42.7 0.48 

25 55.6 0.29 

35 65.4 0.39 

45 61.7 0.57 

Average Slope 49.0 0.40 
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displacement. Therefore, the average lateral resistance was graphed as a function of the normal 
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average lateral loads can be seen in Table 11. F’ values corresponding to the coefficient of static 

friction were chosen instead of F values that correspond to kinetic friction because F’ values are 

always smaller than F values. Therefore, it was more conservative to determine lateral resistance 

using the static friction coefficient because it is smaller. 

 

Figure 82: Lateral force graphed as a function of the normal force 
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 The slope of the equation from the graph in Figure 83 was used as a part of the final design 

equation for determining the overall lateral resistance in a curved bridge that represents the 

resistance due to friction. The graph in Figure 83 was created using the slope from the graph in 

Figure 82 and it can be used as a design tool for railroad bridge engineers to determine the lateral 

resistance contribution from friction at a particular vertical axle load.   

 

Figure 83: Lateral force as a function of the normal force using a static friction coefficient of 0.4 
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 Square body Hook Bolt results 

Six square body hook bolts were tested, of which five of them were laterally loaded until a 

displacement of 2 in. was recorded. The sixth hook bolt was laterally loaded until fastener failure. 

The lateral load versus lateral displacement graph for all six fasteners can be seen in Figure 84. It 

was observed that the lateral resistance of the fastener in Tie 8 plateaued at 8.5 kip between 1 in. 

and 3 in. before failing by slipping over the steel plate. Tensile yielding of the hook portion of the 

fastener was observed as the edge of the hook climbed over the steel plate when laterally loaded 

beyond 3 in. of displacement as seen in Figure 85. Uplift of the tie occurred as the hook slipped 

over the steel plate.  

 

Figure 84: Lateral force vs. lateral displacement for square body hook bolt failure 
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Figure 85: Tie uplift with fastener climbing over the steel plate 

Figure 86 shows the lateral force versus lateral displacement graph for all square body hook 

bolt until a lateral displacement of 2 in. was achieved. An ultimate lateral resistance within a range 

of 7 kip - 9 kip was observed for all six fasteners. Local crushing of the wood was also observed 

where the fastener hook yielded as seen in Figure 87. Figure 88 shows the condition of the failed 

fasteners. Tensile yielding occurred in the out of plane direction when the hook prevented the tie 

from displacing laterally. Upon continuous loading, the fastener deformed due to flexure. It was 

observed that flexural bending was over the length of the square cross section of the hook bolt as 

seen in Figure 89 where the fastener deformed by 27 degrees. 
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Figure 86: Lateral force vs. lateral displaement for square body hook bolts 

 

 

Figure 87: Local crushing of the wood near the fastener 
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Figure 88: Deformed square body hook bolts after testing 

 

 

Figure 89: Curvature in a deformed Square body hook bolt 

Average lateral resistance of the square body hook bolts can be seen in Figure 90 where an 

ultimate lateral resistance of 8 kips can be observed. A bilinear plot was used to capture the average 

lateral resistance where the first equation ends and the second equation begins at a lateral 
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displacement of 1 in. An average slope of 6 kip/in was recorded for the first equation and a slope 

of 1.4 kip/in was recorded for the second equation as seen in Figure 90. These slope values were 

used to plot a lateral force versus lateral displacement graph shown in Figure 91 that can be used 

a design tool by bridge engineers for determining the lateral resistance for square body hook bolts 

as a function of lateral displacement.  

 

Figure 90: Average lateral resistance of square body hook bolts. 
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Figure 91: Bilinear curve of average lateral resistance of square body hook bolts. 

 

Figure 92: Lateral force as a function of lateral displacement for square body hook bolts. 
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 Lewis Forged Hook Bolt results 

Similar to the square body hook bolts, five Lewis Forged hook bolts were laterally loaded 

until a displacement of 2 in. was recorded in the tie. Fastener 11, however, was loaded until it 

reached a complete failure. The results from all six tests can be seen in the graph in Figure 93. The 

fasteners yielded in flexure upon lateral loading until the hook engaged to the edge of the steel 

plate as shown in Figure 94. It was observed that Fastener 11 failed due to tensile rupture at a 

lateral displacement of 4.2 in and an ultimate load of 19 kip. The fracture occurred where the cross 

section of the material changed. It is estimated that stress concentrations in this region caused 

failure as seen in Figure 95. The tie experienced local crushing near the hook for all six tests and 

unlike the test involving the square body hook bolt, there was no uplift observed in the tie.  

 

Figure 93: Lateral force vs. lateral displacement for Lewis Forged hook bolt failure 
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Figure 94: Hook engagement of the Lewis Forged hook bolt with the edge of the steel plate. 

 

 
 

 

Figure 95: Fracture in Lewis Forged hook bolt – Fastener 11 

 

The lateral force versus displacement graph for all fasteners for displacements ranging 

from 0 - 2 in. can be seen in Figure 96. Lewis Forged hook bolts had a greater lateral resistance in 

the range of 10 kip – 14 kip as compared to the range of 7 kip – 9 kip for square body hook bolts. 

All fasteners underwent flexural yielding in the out of plane direction during lateral loading as 
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shown in Figure 97. Lewis Forged hook bolts experienced more localized flexural yielding near 

the hook where it deformed by 25 degrees as shown in Figure 98.  

 

Figure 96: Lateral force vs. lateral displacement for Lewis Forged hook bolts 
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Figure 97: Deformed Lewis Forged hook bolts after testing 

 

 

Figure 98: Curvature in a deformed Lewis Forged hook bolt 

Average lateral resistance of Lewis Forged body hook bolts can be seen in Figure 99 where 

an ultimate lateral resistance of 13 kip can be observed at a displacement of 2 in. The average 

lateral resistance was plotted as a bilinear curve as seen in Figure 100. The first equation having a 

slope of 13 kip/ in. ends at a lateral displacement of 0.68 in. where the second equation with a 
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slope of 3 kip/ in. begins. The slope values from both these equations were used to plot a lateral 

force versus lateral displacement graph shown in Figure 101 that can be used a design tool by 

bridge engineers for determining the lateral resistance of Lewis Forged hook bolts as a function of 

lateral displacement. 

 

Figure 99: Average lateral resistance of Lewis Forged hook bolts 
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Figure 100: Bilinear curve of average lateral resistance of Lewis Forged hook bolts 

 

Figure 101: Lateral force as a function of lateral displacement for Lewis Forged hook bolts 
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 Quikset Anchor results 

Six Quikset Anchors were tested until failure. One of the fasteners was loaded without a 

lock plate to investigate the effect of lock plates on hook engagement with the steel plate. The 

force versus displacement graphs for all the fasteners can be seen in Figure 102. It was observed 

that the lateral resistance of the Quikset Anchors was influenced by the amount of tension in the 

bolt which is a function of how well the bolt was tightened. Specimens QS1, QS4, QS6 had an 

ultimate resistance in the range of 14 kip - 16 kips when they were snug tightened using a crescent 

wrench. Whereas QS7 and QS9 reached a maximum lateral load of 22 kip before failure when a 

cheater bar of length 40 in. was used to tighten the bolt.  

 

Figure 102: Lateral force vs. lateral displacement for Quikset Anchor failure 

Two failure modes were observed for Quikset Anchors. In the first failure mode, the lock 
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displacement of 2 in. as seen in the graph in Figure 102 for fasteners that followed the first failure 

mode. Figure 105 shows the fractured lock plates for Quikset Anchors that failed in the first failure 

mode during testing. The lock plate in the extreme left of Figure 105 can be used to compare the 

fractures in the other lock plates as it was not tested. 

 

Figure 103: Quikset Anchor before testing 

 

Figure 104: Quikset hook climbing over steel plate 
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Figure 105: Failed Quikset Anchor lock plates 

The second failure mode which was observed was tensile rupture of the hook in cases 

where a cheater bar was used during installation. The hook prevented the fastener from displacing 

laterally, therefore the fastener continued to bend near the hook as the lateral load was increased. 

The lateral load steadily increased to 22 kip until a displacement of approximately 3 in. was 

recorded where the load dropped suddenly as seen in Figure 102 because of fracture of the hook 

in Quikset Anchors 7 and 8. Some bending in the lock plate was observed when the hook fractured, 

but there was no fracture in the lock plate. QS9 was tested without a lock plate but it was installed 

using a cheater bar. The hook of QS9 climbed over the steel plate without an initial drop in strength.  

Localized crushing of the wood on the sliding surface was observed for QS7 and QS8 

where the tie lifted above the steel plate. No deformation occurred in the Quikset bracket for all 

specimens. Figure 106 shows the condition of the Quikset Anchors after the test. The first fastener 

in the left most portion of Figure 106 is an untested Quikset Anchor and it can be compared to the 

other fasteners in figure that have deformed after testing. 
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Figure 106: Failed Quikset Anchors after testing 

Since the railroads consider 2 in. of lateral displacement as failure, the results from Quikset 

Anchor testing were only analyzed for displacements within a range of 0 – 2 in. The force versus 

displacement graphs for all tests until a maximum lateral displacement of 2 in. can be seen in the 

graph in Figure 107. An average trend of this data can be seen in Figure 108 where the maximum 

lateral resistance for Quikset Anchors was observed to be 14 kip. 
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Figure 107: Lateral force vs. lateral displaement Quikset Anchors 

 

Figure 108: Average lateral resistance of Quikset Anchors. 
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The average lateral resistance of Quikset Anchors was plotted as a bilinear curve to fit the 

data as seen in Figure 109 with the first equation capturing the data until a lateral displacement of 

0.4 in. and a second equation capturing the data within a displacement range of 0.4 in. – 2 in. The 

slopes from both these equations was used to create the graph in Figure 110 which can be used as 

a design tool that calculates the lateral resistance of Quikset Anchors as a function of lateral 

displacement.  

 

Figure 109: Bilinear curve of average lateral resistance of Quikst Anchors. 
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Figure 110: Lateral force as a function of lateral displacement for Quikset Anchors. 

 

4.5 Dap Contribution Results 

Five dapped tie specimens were tested to investigate the lateral resistance contribution due 
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Figure 111: Lateral force vs. lateral displacement graph for dapped tie samples 

 

 

Figure 112: Dap shear failure in tie specimen D4 
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The data for each test fit a bilinear curve as seen in Figure 113 which shows the results of 

dapped specimen D3. Refer to Appendix B for bilinear curves for each dapped sample. The slope 

calculated for the portion of the curve below a lateral load of 10 kip is referred to as S1 and the 

slope for the portion of the curve above a lateral load of 10 kip is referred to as S2. S1 and S2 

values which were calculated for all five dapped specimens are summarized in Table 12.  

 

Figure 113: Bilinear curve for dapped specimen D3 

Table 12: S1 and S2 slope values for dapped specimens 

Sample 
Slope (kip/in) 

S1 S2 

D1 70.3 145.2 

D2 55.4 119.8 

D3 22.3 94.5 

D4 50.1 104.5 

D5 27.0 105.1 

Average Slope 45.0 113.8 
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The slope values from all the dapped samples were averaged to obtain the overall 

contribution towards lateral resistance as shown in the graph in Figure 114 which can be used as a 

design tool to estimate the lateral resistance from the dap based on lateral displacement of the tie. 

The average S1 and S2 values for dapped specimens that were used to plot the graph in Figure 114 

were compared to the results from material testing that was done to determine the compressive 

strength of the wood parallel to grain.  

 

Figure 114: Average lateral resistance due to dap as a function of lateral displacement 
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compression parallel to grain as can be seen in Figure 115. Similar to the graph in Figure 114, the 
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was observed that the average slope values, S1 (45 kip/in) and S2 (113 kip/in) of the dapped tie 

specimens was similar to the average slope values S1 (47.5 kip/in) and S2 (133 kip/in) respectively, 
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Figure 115: Force vs. displacement for average compressive strength parallel to grain 

 

Dimensions of each tie specimen were recorded prior to testing as seen in Table 13. The 
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stress of 0.46 ksi. This appears to indicate that the resulting shear stress parallel to grain is similar 

for all dapped ties. 
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Table 13: Dimensions of tested tie samples 

Tie Dimensions  

Sample 

Dap height 
(A)  

Dap height 
(B)  

Width 
Length of 

shear plane  
Area 

Ultimate 
force 

Shear 
stress 

in. in. in. in. in2 kip ksi 

D1 1.5 1.5 9.5 12 114 52.5 0.46 

D2 1.75 1.75 10 12 120 53.4 0.44 

D3 2 1 9.5 12 114 61.3 0.54 

D4 2 1.6 10 12 120 51.4 0.43 

D5 2 1 9.5 12 114 51.0 0.45 

     Average Shear Stress 0.46 
 

 

Figure 116: Dapped tie specimen 

4.6 Total Lateral Resistance 

The structural test set up for this research project involved looking at a tie, fastener and 

girder assembly for one half of the track on a railroad bridge. In an actual open deck railroad bridge 

with plate girders, there are two bridge girders and two fasteners that act as one system with a full 

length bridge tie as seen in Figure 117. Assuming that the railroad bridge is curving to the right, 

the lateral forces generated for this system act towards the left as indicated in Figure 117.  

Notch 
Shear Plane 

Dap A Dap B 
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Figure 117: Full track assembly in a railroad bridge, with both inner and outer daps being engaged 

 

In such a case, it can be observed that only the fastener on the inner rail contributes towards 

overall lateral resistance by bearing against the girder flange. Because of the orientation of the 

fastener on the outer rail, it does not provide any lateral resistance against lateral forces that are 

generated at the outer rail as it does not bear against the top flange of the bridge girder. Since only 

one fastener is engaged, it is recommended that the contribution from only one fastener in the 

system shown in Figure 117 be included for determining the total lateral resistance. The fastener 

on the outer rail may provide lateral resistance if it is not loose and if there is tension in the bolt.  

In the railroad industry, daps are typically oversized to be greater than the width of the 

bridge girder flange so that they can be installed easily in the field. Dap lateral resistance is a 

function of the area of the horizontal shear plane. Therefore, dap strength depends the portion of 

the dapped tie which is engaged by bearing against a girder flange. In Figure 117, the outer dap 

and the inner dap are engaged with the outer and inner girder flanges respectively. In such a case, 

the center portion of the tie between both the girders, and the portion of the tie to the right of the 

inner girder will comprise of the shear plane. It is also possible that only the inner dap is engaged 
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as shown in Figure 118 where the shear plane will be over the length of the tie overhang to the 

right of the inner girder. It is possible that only the outer dap is engaged as shown in Figure 119 

with the shear plane forming at the center portion of the tie. The lateral strength contribution from 

the dap changes, depending on which portion of the bridge tie is subject to bearing. Therefore, the 

slope of the graph shown in Figure 114 for the average resistance from the dap can increase or 

decrease as a function of the area of the shear plane.  

 

 

Figure 118: Full track assembly in a railroad bridge, with only the inner dap being engaged 
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Figure 119: Full track assembly in a railroad bridge, with only the outer dap being engaged 

 

From Figure 117 it can also be observed that wheel loads applied to the rails may not align 

with the axis of the bridge girders. For research purposes, the structural test set up for this project 

ignored the effect of load eccentricity between the rails and the bridge girders and assumed that 

the vertical loads were applied directly to the girder section. In an actual railroad bridge, the 

vertical loads are distributed to the ties from the rails and transferred to the girders from the tie.  

 

4.7 Preliminary Guide for Calculating Lateral Resistance 

Figure 120 shows the force versus displacement graph with the average lateral resistance 

from the dap and each of the three fasteners. In this research project, superposition was used as the 

primary approach to obtain the total lateral resistance of the system shown in Figure 117 by 

summing the lateral resistance contributions from friction, fasteners and from the dap. The plots 

representing the average resistance contributions from the dap and from each type of fastener in 

Figure 120 can be superimposed based on the type of fastener and the availability of the dap. The 

friction resistance contribution was calculated as a function of the vertical load applied on the 
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system. The steps for calculating overall lateral resistance for one potential case of a railroad bridge 

with square body hook bolts and a normal force of 45 kip from the train wheels are described in 

this section.  

 

Figure 120: Lateral force vs. lateral displacement with average resistance from the dap and from fasteners 

 

The lateral resistance due to friction is a function of the normal force. For a vertical wheel 

load of 45 kip, the average lateral resistance due to friction is obtained as 18 kip from Figure 82 

or by multiplying the magnitude of the normal force by the static friction coefficient of 0.41. 

Superposition of average lateral resistance from friction, from the dap and from square body hook 

bolts can be seen in the lateral force versus lateral displacement graph shown in Figure 121. From 

Figure 121 it can be observed that the ultimate overall lateral resistance for this particular system 

is 75 kip if the dap is engaged. For cases where there is no dap engagement because of the dap 

being oversized or if undapped bridge ties are used, the superimposed lateral resistance from 
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friction and from square body hook bolts can be obtained from Figure 122. Since a single bridge 

tie only carries a percentage of the lateral wheel load, it was assumed that a single tie carried a 

maximum load distribution of 60% as discussed previously in Chapter 2. 60% of the AREMA 

maximum lateral load is plotted in the graphs in Figure 121 and Figure 122. 

 

 

Figure 121: Lateral force vs. lateral displacement for superposition of average lateral resistance from the dap, from 

friction and from the fasteners 
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Figure 122: Lateral force vs. lateral displacement for average lateral resistance from friction and from the fasteners 

 

A maximum lateral wheel to rail load of 30 kip of the rail was recorded from the load 

provisions given by AREMA as earlier described in Figure 28. Assuming that a single bridge 

carries the 30 kip lateral load, it can be seen in Figure 121 that with contribution from the dap there 

is sufficient lateral resistance. It can be seen in Figure 122 that there is sufficient lateral resistance 

without the dap which is beneficial for bridges that have undapped ties, assuming that each bridge 

tie carries 60% of the maximum load. In a condition where the vertical load is as low as 5 kip, it 

is estimated that the resistance from friction as well as the demand lateral loads will also be 

reduced. Therefore, it can be concluded that there is sufficient lateral resistance capacity from the 

superposition of lateral resistance from the friction, the fastener and the dap to meet the demand 

in an actual open deck railroad bridge with smooth top girders.  
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 Sample calculation for determining lateral resistance 

Equation 14 was used to plot Figure 121 and Figure 122 which can be used to calculate the 

lateral resistance as a function of lateral displacement. For this research project a displacement of 

0.5 in. has been used as the primary value for determining the lateral resistance contribution from 

the dap and from the fastener. The sample calculation for the lateral capacity of a railroad bridge 

with smooth top girders, having dapped ties with square body hook bolts under the application of 

a train wheel load of 45 kip is shown below. It was assumed that only the inner dap was engaged 

as shown in Figure 118. 

 

𝐿𝑅𝑢 = 𝐹𝑓 + 𝐹𝐵 + 𝐹𝐷 Equation 14 

𝐹𝑓(𝑁) = 𝜇𝑁 𝜇 = 0.41 
- 

 

 

 

 

 

𝐹𝐵(𝑥) = 𝐹𝐵1, 𝐹𝐵2 𝑜𝑟 𝐹𝐵3 

𝐹𝐵1(𝑥) =  6.04𝑥 For  𝑥 < 1.0 

𝐹𝐵1(𝑥) =  1.4𝑥 + 4.64 
𝑥 ≥ 1.0 

 

𝐹𝐵2(𝑥) = 12.71𝑥 For  𝑥 < 0.68 

𝐹𝐵2(𝑥) = 3.75𝑥 + 6.1 
𝑥 ≥ 0.68 

 

𝐹𝐵3(𝑥) = 13.78𝑥 For  𝑥 < 0.4 

𝐹𝐵3(𝑥) = 5.55𝑥 + 3.29 
𝑥 ≥ 0.4 

 

𝐹𝐷(𝐴𝑠ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑟) = 𝐴𝑠ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑟𝜎 𝜎 = 0.46 
- 

 

 

Where: 

𝐿𝑅𝑢 = Ultimate lateral resistance capacity of the system (kip) 

𝐹𝑓 = Lateral resistance capacity due to friction (kip) 

𝜇 = Coefficient of Static Friction (0.41) 

𝑁 = Normal force or the vertical wheel load applied to a single rail (kip) 

𝐹𝐵 = Lateral resistance capacity due to the fastener (kip) 
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𝐹𝐵1 = Lateral resistance capacity due to Square body hook bolts (kip) 

𝐹𝐵2 = Lateral resistance capacity due to Lewis Forged hook bolts (kip) 

𝐹𝐵3 = Lateral resistance capacity due to Quikset Anchors (kip) 

𝐹𝐷 = Lateral resistance capacity due to the dap (kip) 

𝑥 = Lateral displacement (in.) 

 𝐴𝑠ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑟 = Area of the shear plane depending on dap engagement (in2) 

 𝜎 = Shear stress in the shear plane (0.46 ksi) 

 

Friction resistance: 

𝑁 = 45 kip (Applied vertical wheel load) 

𝐹𝑓(𝑁) = 0.41 ∗ 45 

𝑭𝒇(𝑵) = 𝟏𝟖. 𝟒𝟓 𝒌𝒊𝒑 

 

Fastener resistance: 

𝐹𝐵 = 𝐹𝐵1  
𝐹𝐵1 = 6.04 ∗ 0.5 (Assuming x = 0.5 in.) 

𝑭𝑩 = 𝟑. 𝟎𝟐 𝒌𝒊𝒑 
 

Resistance from the inner dap: 

𝐴𝑠ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑟 = 𝑇𝑖𝑒 𝑤𝑖𝑑𝑡ℎ 𝑥 𝐿𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ 𝑜𝑓 𝑠ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑟 𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑒 

𝐴𝑠ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑟 = 10𝑥 20  

𝐴𝑠ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑟 = 200𝑖𝑛2  

𝐹𝐷(𝐴𝑠ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑟) = 200 ∗ 0.46 

𝑭𝑫(𝑨𝒔𝒉𝒆𝒂𝒓) = 𝟗𝟐 𝒌𝒊𝒑 

 

Total lateral resistance: 

𝐿𝑅𝑢 = 𝐹𝑓 + 𝐹𝐵 + 𝐹𝐷 

𝐿𝑅𝑢 = 18.45 + 3.02 + 92 

𝑳𝑹𝒖 = 𝟏𝟏𝟑. 𝟓 𝒌𝒊𝒑 
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4.8 Preliminary Guide for Fastener spacing  

There are multiple ways that a fastener can be spaced on an open deck railroad bridge. One 

potential case is described in this section with square body hook bolts spaced at every third tie. 

One half of the railroad track was analyzed using a free body diagram with the lateral demand 

loads generated in a curved bridge and the lateral resistance forces due to friction Ff, and due to 

the fastener FB. Mastan2 was used to analyze reaction forces from the ties that did not have a 

fastener and reaction forces from ties that had a fastener. Eight ties were analyzed as reaction 

forces spaced at a nominal spacing of 16 in. center to center for bridge ties, with a fastener at every 

fourth tie. The first tie had a pin support and the other seven ties had roller supports. Two cases 

were analyzed by varying the point of application of the demand lateral load, Flat.  

Case 1 was chosen because it represented the worst case scenario for the second and third 

tie by generating the maximum reaction at the second or the third tie. It was also the point which 

was farthest away from the first tie and the fourth tie, which had fasteners as shown in Figure 123. 

In Case 1, Flat of 30 kip was applied at the halfway point between the first and the fourth tie as 

shown in Figure 123. The maximum reaction for this case was analyzed as 15.2 kip at the third tie 

as seen in Figure 124. Assuming a maximum lateral load distribution of 60% to a single tie, when 

a load of 18 kip was applied for Case 1, it was observed that the maximum reaction reduced to 9.1 

kip as shown in Figure 125. 
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Figure 123: Case 1 - Lateral demand load (Flat) at the midpoint between the first tie and the fourth tie that had 

fasteners 

 

 

Figure 124: Case 1 – Flat  of 30 kip applied at the midpoint between the first tie and the fourth tie 

 

 

Figure 125: Case 1 – 18 kip (60% of Flat ) applied at the midpoint between the first  tie and the fourth tie 
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For Case 2, Flat of 30 kip was applied at the fourth tie which had a fastener as shown in 

Figure 126. This case was chosen because it represented the worst case scenario for the fourth tie 

by generating the largest reaction at the fourth tie. A maximum reaction of 29.3 kip was calculated 

at the fourth tie as seen in Figure 127. Assuming a 60% distribution of demand lateral load, when 

Flat of 18 kip was applied at the fourth tie, the maximum reaction reduced to 17.6 kip as seen in 

Figure 128.  

 

Figure 126: Case 2 - Lateral demand load (Flat) at the fourth tie having a sqaure body hook bolt 

 

 

Figure 127: Case 2 – Flat  of 30 kip applied at the fourth tie having a sqaure body hook bolt 
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Figure 128: Case 2 – 18 kip (60% of Flat ) applied at the fourth tie having a sqaure body hook bolt 

 

The lateral demand loads described in Case 1 and Case 2 and the reaction forces at each tie 

were compared to the lateral resistance capacity using Equation 15. The maximum reaction force 

due to Flat can be obtained from the structural analysis model for Case 1 and Case 2. The total 

lateral resistance capacity can be calculated using Equation 14. If Equation 15 is satisfied, it can 

be concluded that the system has sufficient lateral resistance from a combination of friction and 

fasteners. If the reactions generated from the demand loads were less than or equal to the sum of 

the resistance from friction and from the fastener, it can be proved that the system has adequate 

lateral resistance from friction and that additional lateral resistance from the dap is not required. 

Therefore, for the forces described in Case 1 and Case 2, it can be assumed that the fastener spacing 

which was used is adequate if Equation 15 is satisfied.  

 

𝑅𝑢 ≤ 𝐿𝑅𝑢 Equation 15 

 Where: 

  𝑅𝑢 = Ultimate reaction due to Flat from structural analysis (kip) 

  𝐿𝑅𝑢 = Ultimate lateral resistance capacity of the system (kip) 
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Ru was calculated as 29.3 kip from Case 2 and LRu was calculated as 113.5 kip in 4.7.1. Since LRu 

is greater than Ru it can be concluded that square body hook bolts spaced at every third tie provide 

adequate lateral resistance against lateral loads generated by a wheel load of 45 kip. 
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CHAPTER 5: CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

This chapter describes important conclusions drawn from this research study and presents 

recommendations for future work. Conclusions from each phase of testing are described in sections 

5.1, 5.2 and 5.3. Total lateral resistance conclusions for system having two bridge girders, one 

bridge tie and one fastener are explained in 5.4. Recommendations can be found in section 5.5. 

5.1 Friction Resistance 

1. The coefficient of static friction was calculated as 0.41 and the coefficient of kinetic 

friction was calculated as 0.42. The static friction coefficient was used to develop the 

equation for lateral resistance due to friction shown below as it was more conservative.  

𝐹𝑓(𝑁) = 𝜇𝑁 

 

 Where: 

𝐹𝑓 = Lateral resistance capacity due to friction (kip) 

𝜇 = Coefficient of Static Friction (0.41) 

𝑁 = Normal force or the vertical wheel load applied to a single rail (kip) 

2. Lateral resistance was found to be directly proportionate to the magnitude of the applied 

vertical load.  

3. It was observed that relaxation of the wood fibers in the ties does not affect lateral 

resistance due to friction of the tie. Therefore, ties can be reused for multiple tests. 

4. Presence of grease or dried rail lubricant on the sliding surface of the tie increased the 

lateral resistance of the tie by 1 - 2 kip after initial slip in the presence of a vertical load. 

5. Stick slip behavior can be expected when the surface of the tie is clean of grease or rail 

lubricant. Stick slip behavior also appears to be during the application of a higher vertical 

load. 
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6. Imperfections in the sliding surface of the tie caused minor variations in lateral load. 

5.2 Fastener Resistance 

1. Lateral resistance from the fastener was calculated based on the type of fastener (Square 

body hook bolt, Lewis Forged hook bolt or the Quikset Anchor) which is used. Lateral 

resistance for each type of fastener was calculated as a function of the lateral displacement 

in inches. For the purposes of this research project, a lateral displacement of 0.5 in. was 

used.  

 

𝐹𝐵(𝑥) = 𝐹𝐵1, 𝐹𝐵2 𝑜𝑟 𝐹𝐵3 

𝐹𝐵1(𝑥) =  6.04𝑥 For  𝑥 < 1.0 

𝐹𝐵1(𝑥) =  1.4𝑥 + 4.64 
𝑥 ≥ 1.0 

 

𝐹𝐵2(𝑥) = 12.71𝑥 For  𝑥 < 0.68 

𝐹𝐵2(𝑥) = 3.75𝑥 + 6.1 
𝑥 ≥ 0.68 

 

𝐹𝐵3(𝑥) = 13.78𝑥 For  𝑥 < 0.4 

𝐹𝐵3(𝑥) = 5.55𝑥 + 3.29 
𝑥 ≥ 0.4 

 

 

Where: 

𝐹𝐵 = Lateral resistance capacity due to the fastener (kip) 

𝐹𝐵1 = Lateral resistance capacity due to Square body hook bolts (kip) 

𝐹𝐵2 = Lateral resistance capacity due to Lewis Forged hook bolts (kip) 

𝐹𝐵3 = Lateral resistance capacity due to Quikset Anchors (kip) 

𝑥 = Lateral displacement (in.) 

2. Square body hook bolts had a lateral resistance in the range of 7 kip – 9 kip.  

3. During lateral loading, the square body hook bolt did not engage with the edge of the steel 

plate and the tie lifted up over the steel plate when laterally loaded beyond 2 in. of 
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displacement. Failure in square body hook bolts occurred due to bending near the hook 

under lateral loading.  

4. Square body hook bolts showed yielding over the length of the fastener having a square 

cross section which did not include the threaded portion of the bolt. The fastener deformed 

by 21 degrees under later loading. 

5. Lewis Forged hook bolts had a lateral resistance in the range of 10 kip – 14 kip.  

6. The hook of the Lewis Forged hook bolt engaged with the steel plate before fracture in the 

fastener. As a result of fastener engagement with the steel plate, there was no tie uplift 

during fastener failure in the case of the Lewis Forged hook bolt. 

7. Lewis Forged hook bolts exhibited more localized flexural yielding near the hook at an 

average angle of 29 degrees.  

8. Quikset Anchors had lateral resistance in the range of 12 kip – 16 kip. 

9. Quikset Anchors exhibited two failure modes with the first being the hook climbing over 

the steel plate under lateral loading in cases where a cheater bar was not used to tighten the 

bolt. The second failure mode was fracture of the fastener when the Quikset Anchor was 

tightened using a cheater bar of length 40 in. Tests proved that failure modes depend on 

the method of installation.  

10. The lock plate did not affect lateral resistance of the fastener. It prevented sideways 

movement of the hook by locking it in position during loading.  

5.3 Dap Contribution 

1. Lateral resistance from a dapped tie can be calculated using the following equation: 

𝐹𝐷(𝐴𝑠ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑟) = 𝐴𝑠ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑟𝜎 

Where, 
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𝐹𝐷 = Lateral resistance capacity due to the dap (kip) 

𝐴𝑠ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑟 = Area of the shear plane depending on dap engagement (in2) 

 𝜎 = Shear stress in the shear plane equal to 0.46 ksi 

 

2. Dap strength was found to be a function of the shear stress in the wood which depends on 

the area of the shear plane. The area of the shear plane for a tie can be calculated by 

multiplying the length of the shear plane with the width of the tie.  

3. The length of the shear plane depends on dap engagement in the bridge tie due to the dap 

bearing against the girder flange. 

4. Daps have a considerable amount of lateral resistance when engaged, in the range of 55 

kip – 65 kip.  

5. The slope of the data from the average lateral resistance of the dap was found to be similar 

to the stiffness of the wood in compression parallel to grain  from the time of initial 

engagement of the lateral load in the dapped tie until failure of the dap.  

5.4 Total Lateral Resistance 

The total lateral resistance of a system consisting of a bridge tie, fasteners and two bridge girders 

on an open deck railroad bridge can be calculated using the following equation: 

𝐿𝑅𝑢 = 𝐹𝑓 + 𝐹𝐵 + 𝐹𝐷 

Where: 

𝐹𝑓 = Lateral resistance capacity due to friction (kip) 

𝐹𝐵 = Lateral resistance capacity due to the fastener (kip) 

𝐹𝐷 = Lateral resistance capacity due to the dap (kip) 
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5.5 Recommendations for Future Work 

1. Current structural testing involved simulating just one half of the track on a railroad bridge 

containing one portion of a bridge tie and a single bridge girder. Lateral testing with a full 

length bridge tie resting on two bridge girders is recommended in order to investigate the 

behavior of the full track system.   

2. Investigate dap strength as a function of the area of the shear plane in a full track system 

by using a full length bridge tie with oversized daps and changing the location of dap 

engagement against the bridge flanges. Conduct lateral testing to observe multiple failure 

modes in a dapped bridge tie and identify the length of the shear plane during various dap 

engagement scenarios to study dap limit states.  

3. Conduct material testing to determine shear strength parallel to grain for the wood species 

used in the bridge ties. Analyze dap failure limit states of crushing in the direction parallel 

to grain and horizontal shear parallel to grain by comparing material strength properties.  

4. Study the effect of longitudinal forces generated during train braking and acceleration on 

lateral resistance by conducting experimental tests and loading bridge ties in the 

longitudinal and lateral direction.  

5. Preliminary bridge surveys revealed that fasteners on existing railroad bridges were loose. 

Investigate if loose fasteners on a railroad bridge are a cause for concern, by studying the 

lateral resistance capacity of loose fasteners through structural testing on fasteners that 

have been installed without a nut and washer to ensure there is no tension in the bolt.  

6. Study the effect of riveted top girders on lateral resistance of the railroad bridge track. 

Perform lateral testing of ties resting on a riveted top flange to study variations in resistance 

due to friction under application of a simultaneous vertical load.  
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7. Study how changing the material of the tie affects lateral resistance. Perform structural tests 

by changing the species of the wood used in the bridge tie. Also investigate how glulam 

ties or composite ties affect lateral resistance.  

8. Create finite element models to determine the force distribution in a bridge tie during the 

simultaneous application of vertical and lateral loads. Analyze a section of a railroad bridge 

track as a beam on an elastic foundation to determine spacing requirements for fasteners.  
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APPENDIX A : SPECIFICATIONS FOR MATERIALS 

 

This section includes data sheets for materials that were used in preparing and testing specimens 

for this project such as the Heavy Duty Hole Hawg drill and Teflon grease. This section also has 

specifications for each type of deck tie fastener used for testing.  
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Specifications sheet for Heavy Duty Hole Hawg Drill: 
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The Lewis Forged Hook bolts were ordered from Lewis Nut & Bolt Company:  

https://www.lewisbolt.com/standard-hook-bolt  

Length: 16 inches 

Thread Length: 5 inches 
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Mill certification for Square body hook bolts: 

 

Square hook bolts were specified as ASTM A36 material.  

3/4-10 X 16” Hook Bolt Square Body w/5” Thread  
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APPENDIX B : GRAPHS AND SUPPLEMENTAL RESULTS 

 

Supplemental graphs that were not included in Chapter 4 of this report are shown in this section. 

This section also contains additional pictures of failed specimens that were tested as a part of this 

research project. 
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Vertical load – 5 kip 
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Vertical load – 15 kip 
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Vertical load – 25 kip 
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Vertical load – 35 kip 
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Vertical load – 45 kip 
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Dapped Specimen: D1 
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Dapped Specimen: D2 
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Dapped Specimen: D3 
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Dapped Specimen: D4 
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Dapped Specimen: D5 
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Deformed Square Body Hook Bolts 
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Deformed Round Body Hook Bolts 
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APPENDIX C : DRAWINGS 

 

Details of the drawings for the structural test set are shown in this section. 
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Elevation View: 
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Plan View: 
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Elevation Side View: 
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Plate Dimensions: 

 

 

 


